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UPLAND,

V ,• .

GRANT COUNTY,

INDIA IA,

FRIDAY, JANUARY 7 1909

Visits Sister

Miss Ruby Ooats is spending
this week with Mabel Coats of
Fairmount-

Mr. Wilbur Jadden, a brother
of Mrs. Ken Williams visited
with her last Friday. Mr. Jadden
is, now at the head of the In
quiry Department of the Akron
Iron W^rks AkrodOhio. Friday
was the first time that brother
and sister had been together
for more than a year-

Mr. David Taylor the formeJ
blacksmith of Jadden JS now
having good success as salesman
for a nursery Co. of Rochester
Do you want something to
New Yorkread? Get it at The Peoples'
The second Quarterly Meeting Drug Store.
of the Montpelier Circuit will
be held at Bethel Church next
Saturday and Sunday.

SKIRT

COMMISSIONER

On last Monday night a num
ber of the members of the Sun
day School called on J 0. Forter
and family to bid the m farewell
Rev. Walker assisted by B. J.
Puckett auctioneered Geo. Ban
ters sale last Tuesday, and the
Ladies Aid served the dsnner.

OF THE THIRD DISTRICT

Votes Van Buren Man
TO

COUNTY

HEALTH

COMMISSIONERSHIP

On Wednesday morning Dr. G. G.
Richardson of Van Buren the new
PHILO PRESIDENT FOR FALL TERM
William Farming has moved health officer of Grant county as
^Ht'5715
to 0. 0. Bovven's farm west of sumed the duties of his office. Un
town.
der the new law he will hold office
At the Unniversity Ohapel,
4
Douglas Johnson made a busi years. His salery will amount to
Wednesday
Jan. 12, 1910 at 8 P
ness trip to Marion Friday and 1 1 | 2ct. for each inhabitant of the
By Jane Williams
M.
will
occuo
the oecital of Guy
remained to see the-New Yer us. county, which will amount to about
W. Holmes, one of the few of
hered in and the old drive" out $960. per year. The County health
Mrs. Culla J. Vayhinger, State Upland's Staunch
Christian
officer under the old law received President of the W. C. T. U. has
young men. Mr. Holmes has stud
Rev. J. W. Jackson took Sun $400 per year.
called a special meeting' of the ied oratory for five years in
day dinner with Kelly Johnson
The
new
law
requires
an
exami
State
executive committee. This connection with his regular
and family.
nation and places the office on a meeting was held in the parlors of school studies, and graduated
Carlos Coats and Ze'da Aodson higher plane, and with an increase the Y. M. C, A. building at Indiana
from the Academy in 1909. He
returned to Fairmount Saturday in the salary we no doubt will see polis Jan. 4th.
6720
won his first essential laurel
to attend school.
much more work accomplished by
Of the sixty-two counties which last year in Philalethean OratorChas-King and family spent our health than in former years went dry last year, forty lowered ial On,it,est,
-."pturi ng first,
Sunday with Jesse Johnson and under the old law.
their tax rate the next year, an 1: [pio inavks his graduation in
To the many friends of Dr. Trent only eight of them raised their tay)ra
family.
1'
H>i,.nue the
'V biit
Stout his defeat cameras a drlstic rate, while every wet county In the study while finishing his A. BMiss Aleen Swoveland return
surprise, All interested in this vi state raised its rate of taxation. course,
preparatory for the
ed to her home in Sims Sunday
cinity were greatly surprised at the This is an argument that cannot be mipTstry and teaches vocation.
after a few days lisit with her
action of Wes Benbow, our com controversed because the facts are
r\
sister Mrs. G. B. (Jutland.
missioner of the 3rd district, resi apparent.
Nelson J. Hayes and family dent of Liberty township who sup
The Van Buren Union was enter
took Newr Year's dinner with J ported Van Buren and her candi tained at the home of Mrs. Lon
F. Hayes aad family.
date.
Calvin this week. Mrs. Calvin was
The friends of Dr. Stout heartily assisted in entertaining by Mrs.
regret this action and are en Jordan, Mrs. Anderson and Mrs.
LOCAL GLEANINGS 1 couraging him for the candidacy Henderson. A Christmas program The first regular session of the
for election in 4 years. At no was given and a two course lunch town trustees was held Monday
stage of the game was Mr. Benbow eon was served.
night at the town hall. Their first
The
Book
Creek
Union
is
having
with
Dr.
Stout.
The
first
ballot
ta
step
was well directed, that of eMrs. James Hulls shopped in
a
membership
contest.
Mrs.
Effie
ken
he
cast
for
a
Marion
man
and
lecting
A. L. Broyls as president to
Upland Monday.
in the final he supported Van Bu Wilson and Mrs. Nettie Devine are whom fell the duty of appointing
Mrs. Allie Zeek called on Mrs. ren. Mr. Richardson is a broth-in- leaders in the |contest. Fairmount
the several committees. The Clerks
Eva Connelly Sunday.
law of Will H. Frazier which no Union is making arrangement for report was taken up, but on ac
Kemp Deeren and wife enter doubt accounts for the action of the usual 4th of July Temperance count of its length and tedeousness
meeting, on the Wesley camp of precedure was compelled to be
tained Mr. and Mrs. N A. Christ the commissioner.
insen Saturday night and Sun
meeting
ground.
carried over until the next meet
This paper announces itself to
day.
The
Chicago
Tribune, comment ing. Our former fire chief, Ed.
support Dr. Stout in the future eIrvin Bogus was entertained lection of county health officer ing on the announcement that Reasoner, still remains and his
NOW IS THF TIME FOR A REAL
Chief of Police Stuard will rigidly general popularity was seen in this
Friday, evening by Messrs We know him to be thoroughly
enforce the rule against the use of re-appointed.
Dorie and Legler Connelly.
competent and eligible for the po
intoxicants by members of the po
There are several members of
sition and do not attribute his cam
Mrs- Sam Beachamp returned
lice force, says, "An ordinary citi the board who are already advocat
paign nor his politics as in any way
to her home in Terra Haute Mon
zen in a state of intoxication pro ing a municipal water plant. The $5.00 COATS
responsible for the commissioners
$2.50
day.
vides enough disturbance for any action can not be com mended too
action in assisting the ^unfavorable
$6.00
COATS
locality, but a drunken officer arm strongly. The town has two good
$3.00
Mss. Mary Shilling and sons mearure.
ed with a revolver, club and an al- wells as a good beginning. Every $6.50 COATS
Charles and John took Sunday
$3.25
dinner with Mr. W. Simons and
cohalic idea of his importance and body push for a good water pres- $9.00 COATS
$4.50
RHODE ISLAND REDS
family.
of his immunity from the restric- snre system. Give our trustees $10. COATS
$5.00
Lay regardless of weather. 353 tons, which hamper the rest of
your opinion. It will coincide with $11. COATS
Warren Oliver of Aracana was
.$5.50
Eggs from 26 Pullets during Dec. mankind is a potential disaster, if theirs, if everybody desires a water $12.50 COATS
ZJ'iw
In Upland on business MondayEggs for setting after Feb. 1st.
he be not an actual one. The com plant.
$13.50 COATS
gnj*
Prof. Beck returned from
J. B. Mack,
bination of whisky and police pow
The several committees appoint
$8.00
Pittsburg Sunday.
Upland, Ind.
er creates about as dangerous a sit ed by President Broyles are as $16.00 COATS
uation as any one cares to encour-J follows:
Ladie's Skirts And Children's Bear Skin Coats at
Mrs. Mary Shilling called on
ter.
ONE THIRD OFF.
Mrs. T.J. Deeren Sunday eve
Claims—
Chas. Cox, Jno. Woods
ning.
Fire Protection—Dr. Zimmer, Nelse

[

W. C. T. U. Notes

CITY
WE Find In
At This Time
FATHERS Stock
About 50 Ladies' And
Misses' Coats,

ALL NEW & UP-TODATE, That We Will
Close Out At Just
PriceBARGAIN

Lrs. Nelson Duckwall and dau
ghter were Marion visitors Mrnday.

JEFFERSON

Benj. Parks visited with his
Gene Swarts and wife visited brother Chester Parks Saturday
with Mrs. Swarts' sister, Mrs. and Sunday.
Evans of Jonesboro Saturday.
Mrs. Maria Peelle and daughter
Mrs. Evans who has been quite Miss Edith visited with Will Parks
sick for some time is still very and family Friday.
ill.
Daniel Haynes and family spent
May Woods of Gas Oity who New Years with his father Frank
was a member of a skating party Haynes.
at the Sipe skating rink, fell and
Ollie Thurman and wife have
was struck in the head by an
moved
in the Harry Hatfield pro
approaching skater. She was un
perty
on
north Main-st.
conscious for some time.
Albert Moorman and family
S. A. Connelly was a Marion
spent
New Years with his parents,
visitor Monday.
Lee Moorman and wife.

Are Indicted

Duckwall
St. Light— N. Duckwall, J. Woods
Ways & Means—
J. Woods,
Dr. Zimmer
St. & Alley— J. Woods, Chas. Cox
Everybody boost for a Bigger
Busier and Better Upland.

The recent arrests of the Coles
was not only a prediction but
had, with much bitterness grown
into a desire by many citizens of
Upland and vininity. The Cole's
while residents of this city were
well respected and looked favor \>i
a
ably upon by those with whom a<
ft
they eamein contact. They were a
trusted by all. A trust, whether iii
ill
financial or other-wise, between ill
ill
man and man is sacred and is iti
lb
nothing to be tramoled on. \h
lit
"What ever a man soweth, that *
01
shall he also reap" is being ex- w
ill
amplified and the end is not1 *
yet.

01
*

%

GET THE
IMPRESSION
on you* mind

that

we do Job Printing
for anyone in need
of such work.

We

make a specialty of
large orders, but all
small orders will be
well taken care of.

A. DICKERSON
| uaaK I

P. 0..B0X RENT IS
RAISED

WEST BOUND:
Train No.
Time Due
41
9:22 A. M.
21
12:03 M.
*33
5;38 P. M
EAST BOUND.
*32
9:17 A. M.
20
3:14 P. M
48..:
6:12 P. M.
*DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY.

Box rent at the P. O. caused
quitea furor among tho citizens.
Boxes were formerly fifty cents
but are now raised to seveaty
five cents. This action is contro
lled by those in higher authority
than our local Post-Master S. A"
Oonnellv.

l

THE UPLAND ENTERPRISE!
Published Every Friday at
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ADVANCE.

SUMMARY OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT NEWS.

Alleged Accomplice of

Mrs. Belle

Gunness, Archmurderess, Suc

CHICAGO.
R. G. Dun & Co.'s weekly review ot
Chicago trade says;
"Trade, generally closed the year'3
activities in a strong position. An
nual balances, inventories and neces
sary repairs now monopolize attention
in the leading industries. The results,
have been equal to the expectations in.
various prominent branches and the
outlook based upon the accumulationsof forward orders is highly encourag
ing for the future.
"Weather conditions during the week
favored an extended absorption of
heavyweight apparel and other needs,
but the storms impeded freight .move
ments, crop marketings and outdoor
work. Wholesalers had large reorders
in dry goods, clothing and footwear,
and the demand for spring goods was
well sustained. Winter stocks in deal
ers' hands have been comfortably re
duced.
"Banking returns testify to largely
augmented deposits at interior points.
Manufacturing discloses little decline
in operations with the year end. Mon
ey sustains a decidedly firm tone at 5
to 5% per cent for choice commercial
paper. Mercantile collections here and
at Western points are satisfactory.
Trading defaults furnish a favorable
comparison with previous experience.
"Bank clearings, $225,970,322, exceed
those of the corresponding week in.
1908 by 4.8 per cent, and compare with.
$175,127,532 in 1907.
"Failures reported in the Chicago
district number 19, agains^- 34 last
week, 43 in 1908 and 2S in 1907. Those
with liabilities over $5,000 number 4,
against 11 last week, 11 in 1908 and T
in 1907."

cumbs to Consumption.
Sunday.
Charles W. Morse, the convicted
banker and ice king, started for prison.
Agnes Booth, a famous actress of Ed
win Forrest's time, died at the age of
66.

The United States Department of
Agriculture investigated the dealings
of the milk trust in New York and Chi
cago.
\
Mayor Gayrior made a clean sweep of
the New York City Hall in the first of
his appointments and defended Charles
F. Murphy.
Fire at 261 Wabash avenue, Chicago,
the scene of one bomb explosion,
caused a loss of $200,000 and cost the
life of a fireman.
A relative of the kidnaped Alma
Kellner said he is In communication
with her abductors and promised not
prosecute if she is returned.
The Pinchot-Ballinger row is to he
investigated by a committee of six
Congressmen and six Senators; their
report is not to be made at this ses
sion.
Monday.
Ten vessels are known to have been
wrecked in the storm along the New
England coast.
Cashier George A. Capron of the
United States Express Company, dis
appeared from Chicago and $20,000 is
missin;
Gifford Pinchot, in a New York ad
dress, declared that special interests
are fighting
the forest service for its
attacks on predatory wealth.
Tuesday.
The farms in the United States are
valued at $30,000,000,000, an increase
of 44 per cent since 1900.
A scientist announced that the Au
rora Boreali* is frozen gas; "neon,"
acted on by magnetic currents.
The value of Canadian crops in
creased $100,000,000 in 1909 over that
of 1908; one-eleventh more acres were
cultivated.
Wednesday.
Charles C- Dickinson resigned the
presidency of the Carnegie Trust Com
pany of New York for the second time.
President Taft expects this session
of Congress to pass laws in aid of the
natural
resources of the United
States.
The French chamber of deputies
passed the tariff bill; it was a victory
for high protectionists and tariff com
mission.
A prominent Washington corre
spondent says that Taft's coming mes
sage will precipitate the vital issue of
whether railroads shall be deprived of
the rate making power.
Thursday.
San Francisco, by an overwhelming
vote, approved the municipal car sys
tem.
A nation wide boycott against com
binations which increase the cost of
living is planned by the Anti-Trust
League.
Ray Lamphere died in the Michigan
City penitentiary with his lips sealed
on the mystery of the Gunness "mur
der farm."
Attorney General Wickersham train
ed his guns on the tobacco trust and
filed a 268-page brief with the Su
preme Court.
The arrest of a labor contractor at
St. Paul exposed trip pass frauds of
$200,000 on the Great Northern Rail
way; the graft extended over a period
of fifteen
years.

HIRED HAND ON MURDER FARM

Passes Away Without Making- Con
fession Hoped for by Indiana
Authorities.

Ray Lamphere, who was charged
with the murder of Mrs. Belle Gun
ness and subsequently convicted of ar
son in connection with the burning of
the home on her "murder farm," near
Laporte, died at the State penitentiary
in Michigan City, Ind., of tuberculo
sis.
The man, suspected of assisting the
supposed arch-murderess in slaying
the ten victims whose bodies were
found buried about the farm after her
disappearance in April, 1908, made no
statement to the prison officials.
In the past few weeks State's Attor
ney Ralph Smith, who prosecuted
Lamphere, and officials of the peniten
tiary have sought to obtain from the
prisoner a statement. To all ques
tions, however, Lamphere has stead
fastly replied that he knew nothing
which might throw further light on
the wholesale murders.
Lamphere was 38 years old, and for
three years prior to the disappearance
of Mrs. Gunness and her three chil
dren had been employed as a field
hand at the "murder farm."
The crimes, ruthlessly premeditated
and diabolically executed, rivaled the
famous Holmes Castle murders in Chi
cago and the Bender murders in Kan
sas. Whether Mrs. Gunness was a par
ty to these crimes, and whether she
escaped or was burned to death in her
house in April, 1908, never has been
satisfactorily explained. She former
ly lived in Chicago and went to La
porte after her first husband had died
under circumstances said to have been
suspicious.
After establishing herself
on the
farm, just outside Laporte, the woman
Is said to have been a frequent corre
spondent wth matrimonial agencies in
various parts of the country. She
thus formed the acquaintance of a
number of men. At least six of them
went to Laporte, all of whom disap
peared. Later, when the yard back
of the farmhouse was excavated, the
bodies of some of these admirers were
Identified among the ten which were
found. Lamphere was arrested the
day followingtheburning of the house.
He had been seen in the vicinity of
the building the night it burned.

FINDS CHILDREN'S BODIES,
Fire Tragedy Costs Two Lives in the
Village of Santa Claus, Ind.
In the village of Santa Claus, Ind.,
two children were burned to death the
other night. Their mother found their
blackened little bodies a few minutes
before they died, in a room in which
she had left them playing an hour be
fore. The mother, Mrs. Fred Keller,
wife of a young farmer, went to the
barn to help him milk the cows. A
thought of her girls, 2% and 1%
years old, led her to leave her hus
band and return to the house. As she
approached she heard the children
screaming. The rooms were filled
with smoke. Groping along the floors
she came upon the babies and dragged
them to a door. The children had
played near the stove.
GIRL SLAIN; SUITOR SOUGHT.

,

Friday
Toledo Maiden Allegred Victim ot Re
Secretary Knox has asked Brazil to
jected Lover—Parents Shot,
aid the United States against Mexico;
Carol Hunt, 18 years old, was in
Yankee prestige is gone.
stantly killed in Toledo, O., and her
Three were killed and forty-five hurt parents, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hunt,
when the Rock Island's California spe were wounded, though not seriouply.
cial jumped the track near Trenton, Joseph Mackley, aged 33, who is
charged with having shot the three, is
Mo.
The new board of administration ap being sought by the police. The shoot
pointed by Governor Deneen of Illinois ing occurred at the Hunt home. Ac
took charge of the State charitable in cording to the police, Mackley, a rail
roader, who is said to have a wife and
stitutions.
Lloyd-George, in a speech in London, child in Mansfield, O., attempted to pay
cited America as a bad example, charg attentions to the girl and became en
raged when he was repulsed. He en
ing that there are more unemployed in
tered the Hunt home, and, declaring
United States than in England.
his intention of killing the family,
Saturday.
drew a revolver and began shooting, it
A labor famine throughout 1910 is is alleged. After exhausting all the
expected by Canadians.
cartridges In his revolver Mackley is
Holiday gifts of $6,000,000 were pre said to have reloaded, fired four more
sented to his three children by To.ru shots and fled.
Waggoner of Fort Worth
With the budget election in England FLAMES KILL SEVEN CHILDREN,
less than a fortnight away popular ex Six Members o< One Family—Coal
citement seemed to wane
Stove Starts Fire,
William J. Gaynor became mayor of
Seven children, ranging in age from
New York and invited Herman Ridder 2 to 12 years, were burned to death
ttad three persons perhaps fatally in
to be commissioner of parks.
T. P. O'Connor said the Liberals are I jured when fire, followed by an explo
gaining every day in England and sion of powder, destroyed the home of
Stephen Bronosky, a miner, at Sykeshome rule is brought nearer.
Railroads, in fear, of hostile legisla ville, Pa. Six of the victims were mem
tion and labor tie-ups, are holding up | bers of the Bronosky family and the
seventh was the child of a boarder,
improvements to cost $300,000,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Bronosky and the board
Senator Cummins at a "dollar din-1
er jumped from an upstairs window
ner" served notice that the fight of pro
and were seriously injured. The fire
gressive Republicans is not at an end.
started from an overheated coal stove.
Canada fishermen
are uneasy over It spread rapidly and communicated
the delay of the United States in proThe exa keg of mine powder.
mulgating regulations for the closed I p]0S;0n cut 0ff all chance of saving the
and open seasons in boundary waters | gijildr'en.

/

FRISCO TO RUN CARS.

MOB HANGS VIRGINIA SLAYER.

City Approves Municipal Ownership Kmmc Halts Murderer's Flight, bat
Attempt at Vengeance Fails.
Scheme at Special Election.
Following the killing at Murley,
San Francisco the other day took Va., of Samuel Baker and the serious
the first step toward municipal owner wounding of his widow and two chil
ship of its street railway lines when dren by Henry Pennington, a mob of
by a vote of 31,000 to 11,000 the peo 100 took Pennington from jail and
ple carried a bond issue to the amount hanged him to a steam pipe. Penning
of $2,020,000. The funds raised by ton, who had been drinking, picked a
the sale of these bonds are to be used quarrel with Baker, his enemy, and
in the construction of a municipal elec shot him while the latter was on his
tric nne along Geary street and other way to a Sunday school celebration
thoroughfares from the heart' of the with his wife, two children, and a
business district to the ocean beach, a friend, Wyatt Meadows. Seeing that
distance of about nine miles. This he had killed Baker, Pennington startproposition has been submitted to, the w
id to run away. Mrs. Baker called
voters of the city four times,' Vaf other
ter Pennington and implored him to
three polls being against the bonds.
help her take the body home. The
The present Geary street car line is ruse worked and Pennington went
an obsolete cable system. It is oper back to the spot where his victim lay
ated under a special permit granted dead. Bent upon vengeance, Mrs. Ba
to a private company by the super ker grabbed Pennington's pistol from
visors after the franchise of the orig his pocket and shot twice at him. Her
inal company had expired. The causes aim was bad, but she succeeded in
leading to the voting of these bonds wounding him in the hand and thigh.
by a decisive majority after the same Pennington recovered possession of the
proposition had been three times de pistol and then shot the woman and
feated are numerous and complex. Pos attempted to kill Meadows and the two
sibly more than anything else the vote children. Pennington then fled,
but
represents an expression of dissatis was surrounded and captured by a
faction with the methods and service posse on the outskirts of the town.
of the United Railroads. The car sys
tem of the city under the present pri FIVE TRAINMEN DIE IN WRECK.
vate monopoly admittedly is not good.
Engines and Cars Smashed by HeadOn Collision Rounding Curve.

Five trainmen were killed and two
fatally injured in a collision on the
Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern Rail
road between freight trains Nos. 51
and 98, twenty miles west of Seymour,
Ind., near Fort Ritner. On a sharp
curve the trains met head-on, apparent
ly because of a misunderstanding of
orders. Engines and cars were smashed
r?t i
and their wreckage piled high. A re
lief train was sent as soon as word
The Harmon presidential boom is of the wreck was received, but the
said to have hit Washington hard. The injured suffered terribly from the cold
recent two days' visit of Ohio's Gover
before help came.
nor to the United States capital has
installed him in popular favor and
placed him in a new light regarding the TROLLEY CAR FALLS INTO RIVER
coming presidential candidacy.
Motorman nnd Conductor Drown, bat
It leaked out hoy Andrew Carnegie
Passengers Escape.
and Secretary of State Knox had a
A trolley car jumped a switch be
sharp, wordy encounter during the din
ner given at Washington by John Bar side the Naugantic River at Seymour,
rett, director pf the Bureau of Ameri Conn., in a storm and, plunging forty
can Republics, to the diplomatic rep feet down the bank, crashed through
resentatives of the Latin countries to the ice to the river bottom. Motorthe south of us. Carnegie was eulo man Fred Beard and Conductor Mar
gizing the peace work of Secretary cus Donovan, who were in the in
Root, and began to compare it with closed forward vestibule, were drown
the "shot-gun policy" of the present
ed. The five passengers escaped .
administration, when Knox jumped up
and told the laird he was butting into
Mother Accused of Murder.
affairs that he knew nothing about.
Charged with murder of her two
Again, later, when Carnegie deprecat
ed the present handling of the Nieara- children and with having set fire to
guan affair, Knox angrily demanded her home to conceal the crime, Mrs.
that Carnegie stop.
Paul Sonnecalf was arrested in LoveThat Congress will take official no land, O., in an apparently demented
tice of the Ballinger-Pinchot contro condition. The bodies of the two lit
versy by ordering a sweeping investi tle boys, aged 6 and 3 years respective
gation of the Interior Department and ly, were found in the house after the
the Forest Service was assured, when
fire had been extinguished. Their
Senator Flint of California submitted
to the Senate a resolution calling for heads had been beaten in with some
all the papers in the case of Glavis blunt instrument.
against Ballinger. This was passed,
Find Slain Man Under Brash.
and then Senator Jones of Washington
The body of an unidentified man
announced that he would move an in
vestigation after the holidays if no one who had been murdered with a hatchet
else did, and read a letter he had re was found beneath a pile of brush near
ceived from Secretary Ballinger, in Kansas City, Kas. He was about 45
which that official insisted that if Con years old and his clothes bore the
gress were to investigate his depart
ment the inquiry should also include tailor mark "M. Kalman, Grand Island,
the Forest Service, since he had "rea Neb." A signet ring bore the initials
son to believe that the pernicious ac "W. Mc." He had been robbed.
tivity of certain of its officers has been
the source of inspiration of these
Kicli Woman Is Burned.
charges." Mr. Ballinger goes on to
Mrs. Margaret Singer Milligan, a
say: "I therefore court the widest and lich young society woman of Pittsburg,
fullest inquiry by Congress." Senator was burned at her home by celluloid
Gore would have had the Senate at
combs which she was using in her hair
once order an investigation, but 011
objection from Aldrich the matter wer.t exploding. The hair was burned from
over lintil documents should be in pos her head and she was otherwise set lously scorched.
session of Congress.
1

AIRSHIP SAILS TO PEAK.
NEW YORK.
Western Youth's Aluminum Craft
Quiet has followed the preceding:
week's rush of business in retail lines,
Lands Trio on Mount Rainier.
Reginald Weatherby, 22 years old, while in wholesale lines salesmen are
who lives at Spanaway Lake, eleven in from the road and inventorying is
miles south of Tacoma, has achieved general. All obtainable information
a triumph in aviation, after three points to a satisfactory—in many sec
years devoted to experiments, that tions, indeed, a record—volume of bus
gives him high rank as an aeronaut. iness done in the year just closed, and
He has completed and successfully the feeling is general that a still more
tried out his aluminum aeroplane. satisfactory twelvemonth faces the
With two companions aboard the air country's commercial and manufactur
craft, Weatherby circled the summit ing interests.
The best reports as to the year's re
of Mount Rainier on a recent night.
The party alighted on the rim of the sults come from the West and North
crater of the mountain at an eleva west. In wholesale and jobbing lines
tion of nearly 15,000 feet and then a large if not, indeed, record spring
sailed off again over the snowflelds. business has been booked.
Business failures in the United
Weatherby was educated at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology in States for the week ending Dec. 30
1
Boston. He developed his airship were 256, as against 264 last week, 299
in
the
like
week
of
1908,
185
in
1907,
model at his uncle's home and is ju
bilant over his success. His friends 220 in .1906 and 278 in 1905.—Bradare amazed. The new feature of the street's.
Weatherby machine is a substitution
of a system of undulating planes for
the ordinary revolving propeller, by
means of which the inventor has dem
onstrated a speed of 120 miles an hour
without vibration or jar.
GOTHAM'S DEBT $142.52 A MAN.
Cen.na
Net

Rureau

Shows

Obligation

Is

Metropolis'

Immense.

New York City's total net indebted
ness for the fiscal year of 1907 was
more than seven times that of any
other city in the United States and
more than half of the total of the
twenty-seven largest cities as figured
out by the census bureau. Of the to
tal net indebtedness of the 158 cities
of over 30,000 population, New York
City is credited with 39.2 per cent,
the per capita being $142.52. The
other cities over $100 were: Cincin
nati, $123.85; Boston, $120.37; Gal
veston, $115.78; Pueblo, $108.23, and
Newton, Mass., $105.83. Of the cities
over 300,000, San Francisco had by
far the smallest net debt, and Detroit,
with $23.75 per capita, next to the
smallest.

Officials of the Brotherhood of Rail
way Trainmen, with headquarters in
Cleveland, formally notified the vari
ous divisions of about seventy-five rail
roads east of the Mississippi River
that the 75,000 members of the brother
hood would on January 3 make demand
for an increase in wages amounting to
from 5 to 40 per cent. The existing
agreement necessitates a notice before
such a demand can be made. Then the
trainmen will wait until January 20 for
their answer. President Lee of the
trainmen does not expect a strike, but
says it will come if the demands are
not granted.
The Block Signal and Train Control
Board, which was authorized by Con
gress some three years ago to investi
gate the whole subject of passengw
train control and protection, has now
reported to the Commerce Commissiot
It severely criticises certain roads for
the character of the signal system, and
says that inexperienced operators were
found all over the country. Others who
have the experience are lacking in re
liability, and still others are too young.
The board has examined 328 inventions
of protective devices offered, and of
these only twelve were deemed worth
testing at government expense.

Chicago—Cattle, common to prime,
$4.00 to $8.50; hogs, prime heavy, $4.50>
to $8.75; sheep, fair to choice, $4.50i
to $5.75; wheat No. 2, $1.23 to $1,27;
corn, No. 2, 60c to 62c; oats, standard,
43c to 44c; rye, No. 2, 78c to 79c; hay,
timothy, $10.00 to $18.00; prairie, $8.00
to $15.00; butter, choice creamery, 30c
to 35c; eggs, fresh, 30c to 33c; pota
toes, per bushel, 35c to 50c.
Indianapolis—Cattle, shipping, $3.00
to $7.75; hogs, good to choice heavy,
$3.50 to $8.75; sheep, good to choice,
$2.25 to $4.50; wheat, No. 2, $1.22' to
$1.24; corn, No. 2 white, 61c to 62c;
oats, No. 2 white 45c to 46c.
St. Louis—Cattle $4.00 to $8.40',
hogs, $4.00 to $8.75; sheep, $3.00 to
$5.75; wheat, No. 2, $1.26 to $1.28;
corn, No. 2, 61c to 62c; oats, No. 2, 43e
to 45c; rye, No. 2, 76c to 78c.
Cincinnati — Cattle $4.00 to $6.65;
hogs, $4.00 to $8.65; sheep, $3.00 to
$5.50; wheat No. 2, $1.28 to $1.30;
corn, No. 2 mixed, 61c to 62c; oats.
No. 2 mixed, 46c to 47c; rye, No. 2,
77c to 80c.
Detroit—Cattle, $4.00 to $5.75; hogs,
$4.00 to $8.30; shee^, $2.50 to $5.00;
wheat, fNo. 2, $1.23 to $1.24; corn, No.
3- yellow, 62c to 64c; oats, standard,
45c to 47c; rye, No. 1, 76c to 77c.
Milwaukee—Wheat, No. 2 northern.
$1.12 to $1.15; corn, No. 3, 65c to 66c;
oats, standard. 43c to 45c; rye, No. 1,
77c to 79c; barley, standard, 68c to
69c; pork, mess, $22.25.
Buffalo — Cattle, choice shipping
steers, $4.00 to $7.25; hogs, fair to
choice, $4.00 to $8.50; sheep, common
to good mixed, $4.00 to $5.50; lambs,
fair to choice, $4.00 to $8.20.
New York—Cattle, $4.00 to $6.80;
hogs, $4.00 to $8.65; sheep. $3.00 to
$5.25; wheat, No. 2 red, $1.26 to $1.27;
corn, No. 2 69c to 70c; oats natural,
white, 48c to 51c; butter, creamery,
35c to 37c; eggs, western, 32c to
35c.
^
Toledo—Wheat, No. 2' mixed, $1.20
to $1.22; corn, No. 2 mixed, 60c to
61c; oats, No. 2 mixed, 43c to 44c;
rye, No. 2, 75c to 77c; clover seed,
$9.00.
___
At a meeting of directors elected at
Pittsburg a practical monopoly of the
American glass market was assured
when all but six of the independent
window glass manufacturers closed the
linal business looking to the consolida
tion of the independent glass plants:
throughout the country, .-alued at $6,000,000.

A' MAN WHO HAD COURAGE.

Spreading: Manure.

mites hatched since the first dipping,
as the eggs are more resistant to the
dips than are the mites. In this state
sheep may be dipped in the winter if
warm, dry days are selected for the
purpose and the dipping discontinued
in tlje middle of the afternoon. If
the sheep, after being dipped, are al
lowed to stand for a few hours on th
sunny side of a barn they will not
chill as quickly as if turned inside a
building at once. No abortions have
been known to occur where ewes heavy
with lamb were handled with any de
gree of gentleness. If a little precau
tion is used, no serious results will
follow them from dipping in the win.
ter.

In St. Ives, in Land's End, bird kill
ing used to flourish
almost without
protest. It has not wholly ceased yet,
to be sure, but one little incident took
place which seems to have been re
membered here and there, and to have
brought about a merciful truce. In
The Land's End" W. H. Hudson re
lates the occurrence as he heard of
it. He was talking one day to a wom
an who deplored the way her fellow
countrymen were killing birds of all
kinds. "I'm sure," she said, "that
if some one living here would go
about among the people and talk to
the men and boys, and not be afraid
of anything, but try to get the police
and magistrates to help him, he could
get these things stopped in time, just
as Mr. Ebblethwaite did about the
gulls."

body in the town, but as he had been
dead some years, nobody had remem
bered to tell me about him.
It now came out that the very strict
protection awarded to the gulls at St.
Ives dates back only about fifteen
to
eighteen years. The fishermen
always
had a friendly feeling for the birds, as
Is the case of all the fishing
places
on the coast, but they did not protect
them from persecution, although the
chief persecutors were their own chil
dren.
People, natives and visitors, amused
themselves by shooting the gulls along
the cliffs and in the harbor. Harrying
the gulls was the popular amusement
of the boys; they were throwing stones
at them all day long, and caught them
with baited hooks, and set gins baited
with fish on the sands, and no person
forbade them.

by-law to help him in such a case, he
yet in this indirect way accomplished
his object. He made himself unpopu
lar, and was jeered and denounced as
an interfering person, especially by
the women; but some of the fishermen
now began to pluck up spirit and sec
ond his efforts, and in a little while
it came to be understood that, law or
no law, the gulls must not be perse
cuted.
That Is what Mr. Ebblethwaite did.
For me it was to "say something,
and I have now said it. Doing and
saying come to pretty much the same
thing. At all events, I have on this
occasion kept Ruskin's words in mind
concerning the futility of prodding
and scratching at that thick, insensible
crust which lies above the impressible
part in men unless we come through
with a deep thrust somewhere.

their wings were) ?ell grown I let
them fly to sea (which is only about
five minutes from my home).
They always came back about our
meal hours. I called them Paddy and
Polly. Paddv is afraid of nothing;
he comes into the dining room and
walks around the table, taking food
from everyone, and one day he had
the boldness to turn two cats from
their saucer of bread and milk and
finished the contents himself. Another
day we were having tea outside the
hall door when he flew on to the table
and helped himself to bread and but
ter. If there is no one in the front
of the house they fly around to the
back and tap at one of the kitchen
windows to be fed.
They go away sometimes for three
or four weeks in the autumn during
the mackerel fishing
season, and I ex
pect they get food enough at the fish
ing curing station, about a mile away.
Sometimes they have brought young
ones with them on their return, but
the latter never get very tame and
generally go away when they have ac
quired their full plumage. *

Barn yard manute should never be
allowed to remain exposed to the ele
ments until It rots, for by doing so
much of the carbonaceous fnatter is
lost, thereby lessening the manure's
hu.mus making power. Manure should
be spread upon the land at as early
Then Mr. Ebblethwaite appeared on
date as practicable. Every stable
TAME SEA GULLS.
the scene. He came from a town in
should have an arrangement whereby
the north of England, in
broken
Caught Yonng and
Kept Around
the liquid excrement from the animals
health, and here he stayed a number
House, They Have Never Left It.
•can be caupght and thus a great fertil
Who was Mr. Ebblethwaite, and of years, living alone In a small house
I have had a pair of tame gulls for
ity substance saved, which otherwise
what was it he did about the gulls? down by the waterside. He was very
the last five
years, a writer in the
Remove the Filth.
might be lost. Experiment stations
I had been, off and on, a long time
fond of the gulls and fed them every Field, says. I got them from Seariff
Two very simple things will reduce in the place, and had talked about
bave discovered that when manure re
day; but his example had no effect Island when they were about three
mains in the yard through the spring chances for germ diseases on the farm the birds with a score of people, with
on others, nor had his words when he months old and had their wings cut.
The Philosopher o( Folly.
and summer months it depreciates to a minimum. One is removing all out ever hearing this name mentioned.
went about day after day on the beach,
"I
see by the papers," says the
For
about
two
years
they
used
to
filth
as
fast
as
it
accumulates
to
dis
about one-half in value.
And as to the gulls, they were well
trying to persuade people to desist run about with the fowls and would philosopher of folly, "that the dentists
tant fields,
and the other is to make enough protected by the sentiment of
from these senseless brutalities.
eat .anything in the way of meat, bread will form a trust. I suppose it wiii
the wells, springs and cisterns safe the fisherfolk.
Pushing- War on Oleo.
Finally he succeeded in getting a and cakes. I was advised to put them be known as the 'Teething Ring.'"—
But it had not been so always. On
The movement to obtain remedial from surface contamination. The farm
number of boys summoned for cruelty
Cleveland Leader.
national legislation agafost the mar water supply is an important one, inquiry, I found twenty persons to tell before the magistrates, and although into the garden to eat the slugs, but
I
found
they
were
fonder
of
strawber
either
from
an
economic
or
health
me all about^ Mr. Ebblethwaite, who no convictions followed, nor could be
keting of oleomargarine as butter was
Wireless telegraph apparatus is pro
ries and so removed them. They are
It pays to construct a had been very well known to every
furthered recently at a meeting of standpoint.
obtained, since there was no law or not a bit afraid of dogs or cats. When hibited in British India except upon
farmers and dairymen with the Pure good system, and each individual
government license.
Butter Protective Association in Phil farmer must work out his own .system
adelphia. At the close of the meeting to best meet the home needs. The
a resolution was adopted asking the farm well should be located above
officers of the National Dairy Union rather than below the dwelling and
and the grangers of the country to in other buildings. If there is a spring
dorse a bill which will be introduced it will by nature be in a low place,
into Congress by Senator Penrose at and great care must be taken to keep
all the ground above it for many rods
an early date.
The sale of oleo as butter is posi absolutely clean. Emptying out slops
tively prohibited in Pennsylvania, but from the sick room in case of typhoid
a
the old federal laws are very lenient. has contaminated the water of
An offender can plead that he did not spring half a mile down a valley and
Some people swell up on "emotion" in labor conventions and thus carry
"knowingly" violate them and is let given the whole family below the dis brewed from absolute untruth.
"That his long leadership, and this
give to these leaders is going to be
out the leaders' schemes, frequently
ease.
This
case
illustrated
how
far
apparent impossibility to fill his place recognized and if they are going to
off, or he can settle the case by com
It's an old trick of the leaders of the abhorrent to the rank and file:
so
it
has gone to his head, and made him
promise. Both of these will be done disease bacteria will be carried by sur Labor Trust to twist facts and make was at the late Toronto convention.
conform themselves and their future
face drainage.
imagine that he is much greater a
the "sympathetic ones" "weep at the
away with by the new bill if passed.
work and actions in accordance there
The paid delegates would applaud
man
than
he
really
is,
is
undoubtedly
The
well,
spring
and
cistern
should
Ice
house."
(That's
part
of
the
tale
to."
The blli also attempts to draw the col
and "resolute" as Gompers wanted,
further
on.)
the
case,
and
accounts
for
the
tactics
Let the people remember that com
or line in the product, and asks that be cleaned out at least once a year.
but now and then some of the real he has adopted in dealing with ques
Gompers et al. sneer at, spit upon
ment, "The Federation of Labor in
workingmen insist on being heard,
all oleo be done up in packages and The upper walling of the well should
tions
before
congress,
where
he
has
be laid in cement on the inside down and defy our courts, seeking sympathy sometimes at the risk of their lives.
particular stands before the bar of
branded as oleo.
unnecessarily antagonized men to
public opinion having been convicted
to below surface drainage, even though by falsely telling the people the courts
Delegate Egan is reported to have
whom organized labor must look for
were trying to deprive them of free said at the Toronto convention:
of selfishness and a disposition to rule
the surroundings are
kept clean. speech and free press.
Drinking Water for Fowls.
recognition ol their demands, and
all the people of the country in the
"If the officers of the federation
The matter of providing pure drink Water from manure in the garden and
where labor measures are often op interest of the few."
Men can speak freely and print would only adhere to the law
ing water .may appear to be of less im flower beds is apt to find its way into opinions freely in this country and no
posed on account of this very antagon
The great 90 per cent of Americans
would think a lot more of them."
is court win object, but they cannot be
portance and urgency at this time than the well unless this precaution
ism, which would otherwise receive
do not lake kindly to the acts of tyr
7 he Grand Council of the Provincial support.
taken.
Banking
up
around
the
well
during the summer. Water at least
allowed to print matter as part of a Workingmen's
anny by these trust leaders openly de
Ass'n
of
Canada
"There is no doubt but what organ
does not become stale and impure as and keeping the surface in a tough sod criminal conspiracy to injure and ruin has declared in favor of severing all
manding that all people bow down to
ized
labor
in
this
country
would
be
quickly in cold weather as during the will help to drain away and filter out other citizens.
the rules of the Labor Trust and we
connection with unions in the U. S.,
much
stronger
with
a
leader
who
was
Gompers and his trust associates saying "any union having its seat of
are treated to the humiliating specta
beat of summer. Frequent rains also impurities. The cistern intake should
started out to ruin the Bucks Stove Gov't in America, and pretending to more in touch with conditions as they cle of our Congress and even the Chief
furnish a supply of drinking water be constructed in such a manner that
Co., drive its hundreds of workmen be int -motional in its scope, must actually exist, and who would bring Executive entertaining these convict
rain from the roof can be
in vessels standing outdoors or under the first
to the front the new policies which
out of work and destroy the value of
ed law-breakers and listening with
-the eaves, etc., or in ditches, little de diverted and none but the later clean
organized labor must adopt if it ex
consideration to their insolent de
pressions or basins here and there. water allowed to run in.
pects to even maintain its present
mands that the very laws be changed
standing, to say nothing of making
But there is this danger, at the same
rkeThadTefn
^ rent 11 the law-abiding
^
to allow them to safely carry on their
people of Can future progress."
Farm
Life.
The conspirators were told by the ada involving hunger, misery, riot,
time, that fowls following their natur
plan of gaining control over the affairs
We quote portions of another arti of the people.
There is a strong inclination among courts to stop these vicious "trust" bloodshed and murder, all of which
al instinct (or is it depraved taste?)
cle, a reprint, from the same labor pa
of preferring manure water to the pur the people to congregate in cities, in methods, (efforts to break the firm
The sturdy workers of America have
might be termed a result of the prac per:
come to know the truth about these
est water just drawn from the well, stead of living an isolated life on the that won't come under trust rule), but tical war now in progress in our fair
Organized labor, through its lead
instead of stopping they "dare" the province and directed by foreign emis
"martyrs sacrificing themselves in the
"will go to the barnyards and manure farm. Around 70 per cent of the popu
ers, must recognize the mistakes of
courts to punish them and demand
yards and fill up out of water holes, lation of the United States resides in new laws to protect them in such de saries of the United Miners of Ameri the past if they expect to perpetuate noble cause of labor" but it's only the
ca."
hysterical ones who swell up and cry
and possibly carry the germ of fatal cities and 30 per cent make theTr structive and tyrannous acts as they
their organizations or to develop the
That is an honest Canadian view of movement which they head. No move over the aforesaid "heroes," remind
diseases into their systems. At any homes in the country and engage in may desire to do. * * * The rea
our infamous "Labor Trust."
ing one of the two romantic elderly
ment, no organization, no nation can
Tate, it is not a cleanly or safe habit. agricultural exploitation. In the ear son Gompers and his band persisted
maids who, weeping copiously, were
A few days ago the daily papers
develop
beyond
the
intellects
which
Try to keep fowls away from such ly history of the government 96 per in trying to ruin the Bucks Stove printed the following:
discovered by the old janitor at Mt.
guide these organizations, and if the Vernon.
temptation by covering those water cent of the population dwelt in ru>al Works was because the stove company
(By the Associated Press.)
leaders are dominated by a selfish mo
holes, or by improving the drainage so communities and engaged in the occu insisted on the right to keep some old
"What is it ails you ladies?"
Washington, D. C., Nov. 10.—Char
tive the organization will become
Taking the handkerchief from one
as to lay them dry, or keeping the pation of cultivating the land. This employees at work when "de union" acterizing the attitude of Samuel
ordered them discharged and some of Gompers, John Mitchell and Frank tinged with a spirit of selfishness, swollen red eye, between sobs she
fowls away entirely.—Missouri Dairy- was an era preceding the great indus- "de gang" put in.
which has never appealed to mankind said:
Morrison of the American Federation
ti ial development of the natural re
Now let us reverse the conditions of Labor in the contempt proceedings in any walk of life at any time since
Why, we have so long revered the
sources of the country, and whose ex and have a look.
history began.
High Price of "Butter.
memory of George Washington that
in the courts of the District of Colum
ploitation now furnishes employment
'It
can
be
said
in
extenuation
of
Suppose the company had ordered bia, in connection with the Bucks'
The working man of the cities is
we feel It a privilege to come here
to 70 per cent of the inhabitants.
the union to dismiss certain men from Stove and Range Company, as "a will certain leaders of organized labor that and weep at his tomb."
paying all he can afford for butter. It
the
precarious
position
which
they
oc
In an early day people lookeu to their union, and, the demand being re ful, ^ premeditated violation of the
Yas'm, yas'm, yo' shore has a de
is said that not since the war have
the ownership of land and its cultiva fused, should institute a boycott law," Simon Burns, general master cupy as leaders has had a tendency to sire to express yo' sympathy, but yo'
butter prices been so high. Every
cause
them
to
lose
sight
of
the
object
against
that
union,
publish
its
name
tion as the most honorable and neces
are overflowin' at de wrong spot, yo'
workman of the general assembly,
thing else is high and that is no rea
sary of occupations. Even men of na in an "unfair list," instruct other Knights of Labor, has voiced a severe behind the organization. The natural is weepin' at de ice house."
son for butter being high. A second
manufacturers all over the United condemnation of these three leaders: I StoWta1 ^
P°W6r and p0Si"
Don't get maudlin about law-breaktional reputation owned and cultivated
reason is that the production through farms.
States not to buy the labor of that
Mr. Burns expressed his confidence in blT for 'th^miTtaL^^f The1^!^"
7^ mUSt b® punished lf the very
union,
have
committees
call
at
stores
out the United States has this year
^ ZTZorSST*
°'
" "> <"
genOTa,
those 0, t„e |
When great cities were constructed and threaten to boycott if the mer ««,„
been shorter than usual. For butter
and manufactories developed, a de chants sold anything made by that District of Columbia in particular.
to get higher in price this winter than
APPROVED BY DELEGATES.
mand for laborers was created that ri union. Picket the factories where
"it now is would prove almost a calam
This rebuke by Burns was in his
on ue i
valed agricultural exploitation. The members work and slug them on the annual report to the general assembly
ity. People would eat oleo and other
natural gregarious disposition of the way home, blow up their houses and of his organization. He received the
threatened and are frequently hurt
substitutes and butter would have to
people was intensified and the popula wreck the works, and even murder a hearty approval of the delegates who their efforts in the start to deteriorate and sometimes killed before the courts
get very cheap, in fact, reach summer
into mere politicians whose every act
can intervene to protect them.
tion of cities increased faster than few members of the boycotted union heard it read at their annual meeting
pi ices almost, before the consumption
and utterance is tinged with the desire
to teach them they must obey the or in this city.
Now the Labor Trust leaders de
rural communities. The gregariousto cater to the baser passions of the
ders of "organized Capital?"
channels would open again to normal.
"There is no trust or combination of working majority in the societies or mand of Congress that the courts be
ness of human nature reaches back to
It
would
certainly
be
fair
for
the
With butter fat around 30 cents the
the nomadic life of the patriarchs of company to do these things if lawful capital in the world," said Mr. Burns, organizations and this is undoubtedly stripped of power to issue injunctions
farmer,-if dairying properly, can make
to prevent them from assaulting or
"that violates laws oftener than do the
early history, who dwelt in communal for the Labor Trust to do them.
true when applied to the present lead
perhaps murdering men who dare earn
big money, and he should not look for
trust labor organizations, which resort
villages. A hermit was a derelict in
In such a case, under our laws, the to more dishonest, unfair and dishon ers of the Federation. We mention a living when ordered by the Labor
larger profits through higher prices.
society and was regarded as possess boycotted union could apply to our orable methods toward their competi the Federation of Labor particularly Trust to quit work.
Higher prices for butter will curtail
ing an abnormal temperament. Man courts and the courts would order the tors than any trust or combinations in this article because that organiza
Don't "weep at the Ice House" and
consumption. Then there is less de
tion is the only organization of labor
naturally loves companionship and so company to cease boycotting and try in the country."
don't permit any set of law-breakers
which has yet found itself in direct
mand for butter, and it is manifestly
ing
to
ruin
these
union
men.
Suppose
to bully our courts, if your voice and
ciety, and this inclination is more
Mr. Burns said the action of "these
better for the farmer to sell all the
thereupon the company should sneer so-called leaders" would be harmful opposition to the laws of the land. vote can prevent. Be sure and write
fully gratified by a residence in cities
There
are
other
organizations
of
labor
at
the
court
and
in
open
defiance
con
butter fat he can produce at 30 cents or rural villages.
your Representatives and Senators in
for years to come whenever attempts
whose leaders have made mistakes,
tinue the unlawful acts in a persist
than to sell only a part at a higher
One of the gneat inconveniences of ent, carefully laid out plan, purposely were made to obtain labor legislation. but they have always kept themselves Congress asking them not to vote for
price.—Kansas Farmer.
"The Labor Digest," a reputable and their organizations within the any measure to prevent the courts
country life is the difficulty of secur intended to ruin the union and force
from protecting homes, property and
workingman's paper, says, as part of
bounds of the law and respected the
ing competent help to operate the its members into poverty. What a
persons from attack by paid agents of
Sheep Scab.
an article entitled "The Beginning of
farms. It is easy for the manufactur howl would go up from the union de the End of Gompersism, many organi rights of every other man in consider this great Labor Trust.
If even a few sheep in a flock show
er or contractor to obtain heip in manding that the courts protect them zations becoming tired of the rule-or- ing the rights of themselves and their
Let every reader write, and write
the presence of scab, very probably
constituency; whereas, the motto of now.
cities, but farmers who need laborers and punish their law-breaking oppres ruin policies which have been en
the Federation is just the reverse, and
many are more or less infected, and
sors.
Then
they
would
praise
the
Don t sit silent and allow the or
forced by the president of the A. F
find it difficult to obtain a supply, for
unless the leaders conform them
all should be treated, says bulletin 143
courts and go on earning a living pro
ganized and .paid men of this great
the surplus are concentrated in cities tected from ruin and happy in the of L."
selves
and
their
organization
in
ac
of the Kentucky station. The proper
trust to force Congress to believe they
"That he has maintained his leader
treatment for this disease is to im and during dull times are often the re knowledge that the people's courts ship for so long a time in the face of cordance with the laws of the land, represent the great masses of the
cipients of charity. It is the isola could defend them.
the
leaders
and
the
organization
itself
merse the sheep in some properly pre
American people. Say your say and
his stubborn clinging to policies which
restrains
How could any of us receive pro the more thoughtful of the working- must be disintegrated and pass into let your representatives'in Congress
pared dip which is known to kill the tion of country life that
history,
for
in
America
the
common
tection fr,om law-breakers unless the men have seen for years must be
know that you do not want to be gov
mite. The efficiency of different sheep many unemployed in cities from work
courts have power to, and do punish abandoned, has been on account part sense in mankind is developed to a erned under new laws which would
ing in the country.
dips will be discussed later in this bul
greater extent than in any other na
such
men.
The vast tracts of land that are now
ly of the sentimental feeling on the tion on the earth, and the people, who empower the Labor Trust leaders with
letin. Scabby sheep should be dipped
The court is placed in position
legal right to tell you when to work,
at the first opportunity, for if kept un being reclaimed by government irriga where it must do one thing or the part of the organizations that he are the court of last resort in this
ought not to be deposed, and th£ un country, will never allow any system Where! For whom! At what price''
til shearing time most of the wool may tion will bq distributed to combine vil other—punish men who persist in de
What to buy! What not to buy!
willingness of the men who were men
be lost and the vitality of the animal lage with country life. Towns are be fying Its peace orders or go out of tioned for the place to accept a nomi to develop in this country which does Whom to vote for! How much you
ing
platted
and
every
purchaser
of
pot
meet
with
the
approval
of
the
ma
service,
let
anarchy
reign
and
the
greatly reduced. All sheep badly af
shall pay per month in fees to the La
nation in opposition to him. In addi jority of the citizens of the country.
land also buys a town lot to be im more powerful destroy the weaker.
bor Trust! etc., etc., etc.
flicted with the disease should, before
tion to this, there is no denying the
"This
must
have
forced
itself
upon
Peaceable citizens sustain
the shrewdness of the leader of the A. F.
This power is now being demanded
being dipped, have the thick scabs proved for a residence. Streets, water
courts as their defenders, whereas of L., and his political sagacity, which the leaders of the Federation by this by the passage of laws in Congress.
softened by pouring some of the dip on works, churches, schools, theaters,
postoffice and banks will be concentrat thieves, forgers, burglars, crooks of has enabled him to keep a firm grip time. If it has not, the leaders must Tell your Senators and Representa
them and rubbing them with a smooth
be eliminated. The organization which
ed
in the residence district of farm all kinds and violent members of la on the machinery of the organization,
tives plainly that you don't want them
stick, care being taken, however, not
they head has done many meritorious
ers, who will reside in the town and bor unions, hate them and threaten and to have his faithful henchmen in things in times past and the people to vote for any measure that will al
to draw blood, for upon coagulation it
violence
if
their
members
are
punish
the positions where they could do him are always ready and willing to ac low any set of men either represent
cultivate their nearby farms. Rail
is likely to protect the mite from the
ed for breaking the law. They want
roads will facilitate the transportation the courts to let them go free and at the most good whenever their services knowledge the benefits which their ing Capital or Labor to govern and
dip. They should then be allowed to
dictate to the common people, who
of the agricultural products of the the same time demand punishment might be needed.
efforts have brought to their constitu
stand for at least half an hour before
I urther than this, he has neyer ency as a whole, but at the present prefer to be free to go and come, work
farm and the husbandmen will be Sur for other men "outside de union" when
being put into the bath. Each sheep
failed, at the last conventions, to have time labor organizations in general, or not, and vote for whom they please
rounded by an up-to-date village with they break the law. * * * Notice
some sensation to spring on the con and the Federation of Labor in par
Every man's liberty will disappear
should be immersed in the dip for two
modern improvements and all the ad the above reference is to "violent" vention at the psychological moment,
when the leaders of the great Labor
minutes by the watch, the head being
ticular,
stand
before
the
bar
of
public
vantages of rural life. In other parts members of labor unions. The great which would place him In the light of
Trust or any other trust can ride
ducked at least once just before the
of the world tnls system of combining majority of the "unheard" union men a martyr to the cause of unionism, and opinion, having been convicted of self rough shod over people and mass their
animal emerges from the vat. Within
ishness and a disposition to rule all
are
peaceable,
upright
citizens.
The
village and rural life is being exploit
excite a wave of sympathetic enthusi
forces to prevent our courts from af
ten or fourteen days the dipping
noisy, violent ones get into office and asm for him, which would carry the the people of the country in the inter fording protection.
ed to solve the problem of farm help.
the leaders of the great Labor Trust delegates off their feet, and result in est of the few. The people are pa
should be repeated in order to kill all —Goodall's Farmer.
"There's a Reason."
tient and awaiting to see if the object
know how to mass this kind of men, his re-election.
lesson which they hare been forced to
C. W. POST, Battle Creek, Mich.

Don't Weep At
The Ice

? "*
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ful agency for such work. The club
women of the country have the force
of an army and the adaptability of an
I All communication# for this papsr should bs
p&nied bj the name of the author; not nsoasssrily for Individual.
Their good service for
publication, but as an svidsnos of good faith on the part
of the writer. Write only on on*side of the paper. Bs town and state Is well begun, and
particularly careful, in giving names and dates, to have promises to extend yet further in the
the letters and figures plain and distinot.
solution of social, civic, sanitary and
educational questions.
Many a man curses his luck who
never had any.
Among the interesting papers read
at the convention of the American Civic
It takes a clever oculist to cure an Association at Cincinnati was one by a
egotist of his I trouble.
woman landscape gardener, Mrs. McCrea, who has devoted herself to the
It has come at least. There la a new beautifying of railroad stations and
iisease called aeroplanltis.
their immediate surroundings. "Art
and the Railroad" was her topic—a
Nat Goodwin found Wall street ab strange one at first sight, but full of
most as precarious as matrimony.
significance to those who happen to
be conversant with the facts hack of it.
Collector Loeb has certainly made
In a great city the railroad station as
himself unpopular with the people who
'gateway" presents one set of prob
can afford to pay.
lems, from which dignity and beauty of
design and form are by no means ex
The only people who really seem to
cluded. In the small country town or
enjoy living close to nature are those
village the station is apt to be looked
who don't have to.
upon as something useful rather than
When a young couple are married ornamental, and in thousands of places
they are made one, but it takes some any shanty "does" as the railroad "de
pot." Yet nothing is so pleasing and
time to find out which one.
so sure to command admiration as a
The discovery that chemistry can pretty, appropriate country station,
convert sage brush into valuable prod with clean, well-kept grounds, grass
They seem to form part
ucts is in line with the progress of and flowers.
of the landscape, to proclaim the love
the age.
liness, peace and charm of the coun
History teaches us that the main ob try. Such stations and grounds are a
ject of mobs in monarchical revolu good investment for the railroads and
tions is to dethrone the king and raise the communities. And it is gratify
ing to know that in the Northwest hun
the deuce.
dreds of little stations have been trans
"De world," says your Uncle Eben, formed and beautified by trained land
"Is sumpin' like a lookin' glass. You's scape gardeners who are regularly em
g'ineter get better results if you smiles ployed for the work by the railroads.
dan if you makes faces."
Undoubtedly the railroads, in spite of
their smoke and dust, can do some
Quick marriages have been tabooed thing for art in the regious far re
In Rhode Island, but it is never any moved from picture galleries and mon
trouble to step into another State from umental structures. They are under
any part of Rhode Island.
taking more and more to teach scien
tific farming, and they can do some
Mr. Roosevelt is being mentioned thing for landscape gardening and the
for a third term. But since he has cultivation of love of harmony and sim
made the acquaintance of the singing ple beauty.
topi such talk may not sound like
music to him.
TYPICAL FRENCH "ROULETTE."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

WAR ON THE LOGO WEED

have been put upon an extensive ba
sis.

EUICIDE OF SNAKES.

From the time when the ore enters Serpents, Scorpions, Centipedes Immune to Tlieir Own Venom.
the crushers until the finished
prod
The venoms of serpents, fishes, scor
ucts reaches the casks it is untouched
by human hands. It is carried along pions, centipedes, spiders, bees, etc.,
Government Investigating Plant
from point to point by automatic ar as well as the blood of the eel,' owe
That Makes Animals Inrangements through each process of their virulence of the presence of tox
The longest sea wave ever measured
duige in Antics.
manufacture. The impalpable dust ins similar to those which are secreted by the hydrographic office was half a
and poisonous gases generated are so in bacteria. In both cases the toxins mile in length.
dangerous that the atmosphere of the are specific products of the activity of
Sweden's ' increase in population
plant has to be kept pure by artificial living'cells. They are very poisonous^
EATING PLANT IS A HABIT. means. As a further precaution the non-crystallizable colloids, of unknown last year was the greatest for any of
the last ten years.
works are -provided with hot and cold chemical constitution. The venom tox
The Chilean government has under
baths, of which the men are required ins are very sensitive to the action of
construction sixteen different railroadheat
and
light,
are
easily
destroyed
by
Operation of the Poison Causes to make use as soon as their daily digestive ferments, and consequently lines or extensions.
task is completed.
Pour-Pooted Victims to Become
are innocuous when swallowed. There
Blast furnace slag waste is being,
FOR A "GREEN" BELLBOY.
is a great variety of these toxins, each chemically treated in Great Britain for
Dangerous for Man's Use.
of which exerts a specific action in utilization as cement.
XerTODl Hotel Guest, in Her "Will, the nervous system, the red or the
The Cape Cod ship canal, work onRewards Satisfactory Service.
white blood corpuscles, etc.
which is well under way, was project
That Dame Fortune has not ceaBed
No longer are the mustang and the
It is possible to produce in any ani ed before the revolution.
to bestow her gifts on those who de
cayuse of the plains to become "plumb
mal an artificial condition of immun
Attempts at aviation that met with,
serve them is shown by the experi
locoed" If the bureau of plant industry
ity to the effects of any animal venom.
some degree of success were made by
ence of Michael Dunphy, who until a
of the department of agriculture has
This Is accomplished by the repeated
few weeks ago was a bellboy at the
an Italian priest in 1751.
its way. The term "plumb locoed" has
injection of the venom in doses, each
Argonaut in this city, a San Francisco
Recent cases of bubonic plague in
been a sort of Btock phrase in the
of which is too small to cause death.
dispatch to the New York World says.
range literature ever since the cow
After a larger or smaller number of California have been traced to squirLast February Mrs. M. M. Potter, of
boy first noted the peculiar actions of
injections the animal acquires the pow vels eaten by the victims.
Salem, Mass., arrived at the Argonuat,
The Australian state of Victoria
a horse, cow or sheep resulting from
er to resist the action of many times
and being ill and nervous, was the
spends nearly $500,000 a year in its
an overindulgence in the loco weed,
bane of the "bellhops" of the hotel. the quantity of venom that would
warfare against the destructive rab
which abounds in the range country
Soon after her arrivel "Mike" Dun suffice to cause death, if it were inject bit.
from Texas to Montana. The word
ed
into
the
veins
of
a
non-immunized
phy, a green lad, was given a job on
"loco" is of Spanish origin, meaning
The Austrian government is build
the bench, and his apparent greenness animal. ^The blood of the immunized
crazy, and has been popularly applied
invited all of the difficult tasks of the animal now contains a new substance, ing automobile trucks designed to car
to the disease which robs an animal
bell boys' routine. Among other tasks an antitoxin which has the property ry twenty ton guns up 18 per cent
of its muscular co-ordination, causing
»
that of waiting upon the querulous of neutralizing the toxin of the venom, grades.
it to do all sorts of fancy antics, and
and this blood (or rather its watery
The swamp area of the United
guest was shifted to "Mike."
finally results in the animal starving
He accepted the work gracefully and part, or serum) may he employed to States, if combined, would cover the
Itself to death.
performed his duties in an exception combat the toxic action of the venom New England states, New York and
The bureau of plant industry has
New Jersey.
al manner, and when the guest left in a non-immunized animal.
been investigating the purple and
The Ichneumon, the hedgehog and
in the early part of June he was the
London's electric street railways
white loco weed, says a correspondent
recipient of many covert jibes from some other animals which devour ve carry about 412,000,000 passengers a
of the Chicago Daily News. One of
nomous
serpents,
exhibit
an
extraordi
the rest of the boys on account of his
year, of whom 24 per cent pay but a
the peculiar characteristics of it is
willingness to oblige a non-tipping nary resistance to the effect of their 1 cent fare.
that the pods, when dry and full of
guest. He had his chance to laugh, bites. This natural immunity is ex
Wooden pavements in Paris, treatedseeds, rattle as a person passes
however, when early in July he re plained by the presence of antioxins in with a hath of alkali, carbonates and
through a patch, making a sound that
the
blood
of
these
animals.
Serpents
ceived a check for $100 from Mrs. Pot
wood tar at a high temperature, are
resembles the warning of a rattle
are also little affected by their own
ter.
said not to need repairs more often
snake. Ordinarily neither horse, cow
About two weeks ago Assistant Man venom. In general, it is almost im than once in two years.
nor sheep will eat the weed if it can
ager George Dixon of the Argonaut re possible to kill a venomous animal by
It requires approximately ten tons
find any other food.
ceived a letter from Brown & Car- Inoculating it with the venom of its of pitchblende to yield a single grain
Loco-weed eating becomes a sort of
own
species,
of
which
it
can
support
lysle, a firm of lawyers in Boston, say
of radium bromide, to obtain which
habit with an animal once it has tast
ing that Mrs. Potter had died, leaving very large doses with Impunity.
ed of it. The operation of the weed
These facts demonstrate the absurd over a thousand reductions and crys
a bequest of $2,500 for the faithful
tallizations have to be made.
on the system of an animal scien
bellboy. A check for that amount was ity of the stories of rattlesnakes and
A Boston surgeon thinks man can Source "Whence Some of World'* Best tifically hears out the fiction
which
The development of motor-car en
scorpions committing suicide by means
Inclosed, cashed by Dixon and the
be made a thing of beauty by the use
ascribes to a "plumb locoed" animal
gines, and other machines having
Comedian* Have Been Evolved.
of
their
own
venom.
It
is
asserted
money given to the lad, who imme
of the knife. But hasn't the barber,
much vibration, has concentrated at
Do you know what a roulette is? In all kinds of fool antics.
diately made arrangements for the that a scorpion or a rattlesnake im
with his razor, been doing that for general, it means a gypsy caravan,
The first symptom of loco poisoning
prisoned in a circle of red-hot coals tention upon devices for locking nuts
purchase
of
a
lot
in
the
Richmond
dis
many generations?
upon bolts. In a recent discussion of
-but its scope has become enlarged and in horses is often a change in the
trict and contracted for the construc will sting or bite itself to death. This
sometimes it means a whole traveling general condition of the animal. If
is a physiological impossibility.—Cos this subject attention is called to the
tion
of
a
home
on
it.
With
what
he
There are 64,000 more people in the theatrical company. Some of the best high-lived the animal becomes some
fact that, for ordinary motor-car work,
mos.
service of the United States than there comedians in the whole world have what dull. Following this, irregular had left over he took his aged parents
a well-fitted nut tightened upon a wellTHE ORIGINAL TRIPLANE.
were a year ago. This is another of been evolved from the roulette, says ities in its gait and in its mode of eat on a pleasure trip to Denver, where he
fitted thread will not slip under vibra
the reasons why a good many people Molly Seawell in Scribner's. That ing appear. The Irregularities in the now is.
tion if the number of threads is .more
Flying
Machine
Built
by
StrlngfelHis good luck did not end there.
think the world is growing better.
gait may be due partly to weakness
than twelve to the inch. Such bolts
was Perinot's beginning.
IOTT in 1868.
Yesterday Dixon received another let
His roulette consisted of three long and simulate a paralytic affection.
The Aeronautical Society of Great and nuts should be secured with,
ter
from
the
law
firm,
stating
that,
on
The King of Sweden has recently covered wagons. The rear wagon con The horse drags its feet more or less,
spring-lock washers. They art. then
been working as a stevedore for the tained such rude and trifling stage this being particularly noticeable in receiving his report of the lad's dis- Britain announced an exhibition in safe up to a bolt diameter of over
purpose of finding
out how the labor accessories as Perinot's plays de the hind "legs. Associated with thlftlP081"0* of the *2,500 they were ready 1868, and offered various prizes, which three-quarters of an inch.
IZ o1carry
out a further provision of it was hoped, would create competition
ers of his country feel. He has taken manded. But Perinot, like Thespis paralytic condition is an
apparent loss
Whether the globe on which we
Mrs. Potter's will, to the effect that if and result in the production of some
ft wise course. The quickest and surest in his cart, did not require much of muscular co-ordination.
practical results with flying machines. dwell is gradually drying up or not is
the
boy
disposed
of
his
check
wisely
way to find out how a laborer feels is scenery. In this last wagon rode the
If a locoed horse is used either in
a question that has been much debat
he was to have a balance of $47,500, Stringfellow added to the idea of Wento labor for a while.
ed. Recent discoveries in Central
Poillon brothers—very good actors, riding or driving, this lack of mus
making the total amount $50,000. The ham by placing three planes, one above
Asia have been regarded by some as
both of them, and handy men besides. cular co-ordination may make it ex
the
other.
He
also
succeeded
in
pro
letter
further
declares
that
the
lad
Tom L. Johnson, Mayor of Cleve Henri was tall and broad, while Gus- tremely dangerous, as such a horse
favoring an affirmative answer, but
ducing
a
very
light
steam
engine,
and
land, recently married a man and wom tave was so small, beardless and pret shies violently at imaginary objects, may draw on the law firm for money
others have replied that the observed
an and purposely left out the word ty that he could do women's parts ex cannot readily be led or backed, and up to that sum, and asks that an in
phenomena
are
simply
periodic
closed
letter
to
that
effect
be
forward
"obey" when he read the service. He
if started In motion is inclined to go
changes. Doctor Walser of Zurich
tremely well.
ed to him.
explained that he did not wish to help
champions the affirmative view on the
In the next wagon rode, with the in an automatic fashion at the same
make liars of people. Mr. Johnson iS
gait
until
stopped
by
some
obstruc
ground that a great number of Euro
bedding and trunks, that excellent
BREAKFAST FRUIT.
evidently an observer and a philoso
pean lakes have certainly disappeared
woman, Mme. Toutant, with her hus tion. In the later stages of the dis
pher.
within the last 250 years. The canton
band and her son, Auguste. Mme. ease the animal loses flesh, its coat be The Best Said to Be Oranges, Grapes
and Fresh Olives.
comes rough, and eventually it ceases
of Zurich, for example, had 149 lakes
i Agricultural schools for women are Toutant was stout and large waisted,
Of all breakfast fruits the orange is
to eat, and dies.
a quarter of a century ago, and only
but
a
capable
actress.
The
audiences
proving their usefulness in France and
deservedly the most popular. It is a
seventy-six to-day. He believes that a
Belgium. The course is as a rule laughed at her when she waddled on
food that Is distinctly health-giving.
similar tendency to disappearance has
FACTS ABOUT ARSENIC.
the
stage,
but
before
long
her
comic
brief, and the schools are "ambulant'
Orange juice adds greatly in reducing
affected the lakes of Germany and
antics
made
them
forget
her
stout
fig
ones, that is, they move from one part
the amount of putrefaction found in
Russia.
of the country to another. There are ure and double chin, and they saw Poisoning: of Cows Leads to Founda
the intestines of nearly all persons
tion of Prosperous Mine.
lectures an agriculture and household only her fine eyes and heard only her
Constitutional Elm to Be Saved.
who are submitted to clinical labora
rich
voice.
Toutant
himself
was
a
exhibited a model of the entire appara
economy, but special attention is paid
Arsenic is mined in Japan, Italy, tory tests.
The old elm at Corydon, under
tus, experiments being made by run whose rugged limbs the State consti
to dairy work, the making of cheese, dull, respectable man, and Auguste, Portugal, Spain, Germany, England
Grapes
are
another
fruit
that
should
nlng it along a wire, from which it oc tution was drawn up ninety-three
and putting up foodstuffs and pre- the son, was as near nothing as could and within a limited area in the Unit
always be eaten freely when obtain
ierves. In France the schools are un be well imagined. He was beautiful ed States. Its uses are many. As a able. Apples are preferably eaten he- casionally lifted itself. This appara years ago, and which for a while
beyond expression, perfectly obedient poison It has been known from very
tus received a prize from the Aeronau seemed doomed to destruction, has at
der the Department of Agriculture.
fore retiring, and two are about twice
to Mme. Toutant, as, indeed, was early times. The peasant women of
tical Society, and Stringfellow attempt last found a permanent caretaker in
as good as one. The apple habit, per
Are not men in the mass more in Toutant himself, and his beauty was Austria consume large quantities of it, sisted in, often works rather surpris ed to proceed with the further develop the Corydon organization of the
an
excellent
foil
to
the
fascinating
ug
having faith in its virtues as a beauti- ing results with persons who are nat ment of the apparatus, but failing Daughters of the American Revolu
veterate gossips than women? Shake
fier, and the men of the.same region urally listless. Lemons can hardly he health and eyesight prevented, and he tion.
speare's citizens do the real gossiping liness of Perinot.
In the first
wagon rode in state are addicted to its use in the mistaken
did little more.—Cassler's Magazine.
In his plays, even though he followed
This old elm, which has alway3
eaten as a fruit, hut lemonade is a
tradition in personifying rumor as a Perinot, the proprietor of the whole belief that it increases their bodily valuable beverage. When used as a
claimed the attention of visitors to
Making:
Sare
of
the
Architect.
dame—"if my gossip Report be an hon outfit. With him rode Columbine. strength and endurance.
the first State capital and has been an
laxative fresh figs should form the
Norman-Al-Oouar, an Arabian king
est woman of her word." You will She had another name, but it was
Arsenic is a useful mineral. It is dessert. When not obtainable the dried
object of reverence for loyal Hoosiers,
who reigned long, long ago at Hirah,
find as much lively and inane chit-chat generally forgotten by everybody, in used in the manufacture of glass, figs form a good substitute.
is called the constitutional elm be
commanded
the
architect
Sennemar
to
In any man's clubhouse as in any wom cluding herself. Columbine was pick white metal, Paris green and a great
Of the value of bananas there seems build him a wondrous palace. This cause of its connection with that im
an's. The hotel and theater lobbies ed up on the roadside one summer variety of paints, in printing calico, some reasonable doubt. Many persons
portant event in the history of Indi
seethe with the gossiping of men. No morning when she was 16 years old. in making toilet soaps, cosmetics and complain that they find them indigesti the architect did, and when it was ana. At present it is in an excellent
done
a
single
stone
fastened
the
whole
village sewing society or mite society She was in rags and her toes were complexion powders; in the manufac ble. They are quite likely to reach
state of preservation, although there
structure, and the colors of the walls
can equal the incessant buzz at the gro peeping through her shoes, and she ture of fireworks
and as a constituent this conclusion if the banana be eaten
is evidence of some past neglect in
cery store, and when it comes to down was weeping vociferously as she of many alloys. For these and simi frequently as the needless complement changed frequently during the day. caring for it.
The
king
was
greatly
pleased
and
right, earnest, unflagging dissection of watched a regiment marching away to lar purposes between 5,000 and 6,000 of an already hearty meal. On the
The trunk of the constitutional elm
showered all kinds of rich gifts upon
reputation and pernicious tittle-tattle the next town.
tons are imported into the United other hand, there can be no doubt that
is five feet in diameter at the base
the
builder
with
the
lavishness
of
ori
there is no body of women in the land
States every year. The average value the growing popularity of the fresh
and the branches have a spread of
ental icings. But monarchs were
England's Patron Saint.
that can hold a candle to the foolish
of white arsenic may be placed at olive is fully deserved. It surely ranks
nearly 120 feet. A forestry expert re
treacherous in those old days, and
The story of England's patron saint about $85 per ton.
adult chatterboxes at any political
with the orange and the grape and is, occurred to the king that Sennemar cently estimated that the tree is now
is surrounded by a mixture of truth
headquarters.
250 years old and said that with prop
It was only a few days ago that ar of course, much ahead of either in
and fable which defies definite sifting. senic ore was discovered in Virginia; cases of sluggish intestines or consti might build a palace equal in beauty er care, barring destruction by the ele
or even superior for some rival ruler.
Not long ago it was the fashion to He is generally believed to have been then the moutain top around the pres tutional thinness.—H. Irving Hancock
ments of course, the elm should flour
The more he thought over it the more
decry the woman's club as a place fre born at Lydia, but brought up in Oap- ent mining town of Brinton was al in Good Housekeeping.
ish another hundred years.—Indianap
jealous
he
became
until
one
day
he
quented by careless mothers and un padocia.and suffered martyrdom in the most an unknown wilderness. The
olis Star.
ordered the architect to be thrown
Didn't Care tor Him.
easy spinsters, who preferred discuss reign of Diocletian, A. D. 303. The story of its discovery is most interest
from
the
top
of
the
palace
to
make
<4Dl»-a-Rang:e."
Little Eleanor's mother was an
ing Browning and Ibsen and Meredith legend of his conflict with the dragon ing. A farmer, among the foothills
certain that no duplicate palace would
may
have
arisen
from
a
symbolical
or
At a city night school where an ex
to keeping their houses clean and
of the Blue Ridge mountains, had American, while her father was a Ger he made. After this the king was satis
ceedingly mixed class, composed of
their men-folk happy. The ground has allegorical representation of his con cleared a new field there for the pas man.
fied
that
his
palace
was
the
only
one,
One day after Eleanor had been sub
Russian Jews, Italians, Slavs and
been cut from under that reproach by test with the pagan persecutors. When turing of his cows. Before long the
and the Arabians regarded it as one
jected to rather severe disciplinary
Frenchmen, was trying to attain some
the practical work done by various our crusaders went to the east in 1096 animals sickened and died. At first
of the wonders of the world.
facility with the English language, one
clubs for the public good. Playgrounds they found St. George elevated to the it was thought that the trouble lay in measures at the hands of her father
rank
of
warrior
saint,
with
the
title
On the Stngre Coach.
she
called
her
mother
into
another
bright young man from Naples distin
for children, vacation schools, the pro
a spring which bubbled from the rocks
Driver—Oh, I say, this money don' guished himself above all the others.
motion of health by improved water of the "victorous," and as they be in apparent purity. Upon analysis It room, closed the door significantly and
The problem set before the class was
supply, by more thorough street clean lieved that they were indebted to him was found that this water contained said, "Mother, I don't want to meddle go here!
Passenger—Why not?
to write a paragraph containing the
ing. ,by more scientific systems of for aid in the siege of Antioch they arsenic in such quantities as to ren in your business, but I wish you'd st nd
"Because it's stkge money."
word "disarrange," and he wrote:
drainage, by better disposition of garb adopted him as the patron of soldiers der It dangerous either to man or that husband of yours back to Ger
"My wife she get up in the mornisg
age. by protection against flies and Edward I'll, was thus led to make him beast. Upon this chance hinged ths many."—Ladies' Home Journal.
"Well, isn't this a' stage?"—Yonkers
and she cook the breakfast for me;
Statesman.
mosquitoes, a vigorous campaign patron of the Order of the Garter, aud founding of a prosperous mining town,
A Bachelor's Fear.
and when she try to light the stove,
against hideous billboards, high build so gradually St. George became the tu that of Brinton, which speedily be
"Safe and Sane,"
"I wouldn't trust myself in India,"
he would not burn and she say, ' I
ings and the smoke nuisance, and the telary saint of England. — London came a busy center of industry. This
"Why," asked a Missouri newspaper, don't like disarrange.' "
gain for beauty by the preservation of Mail.
mine is located at the summit of a said the unmarried man.
"Afraid of the wild beasts?" asked "does our State stand at the head in
trees and the improvement of parks
mountain, 3,000 feet above the sea
After the Mas. Play.
Ill-Timed.
raising mules?"
the
married man.
and lawns—these are but a few of the
level.
"How's yer hoy doin' at college, Cy?"
"Because," said an Iowa paper, "that
"Not a bit; but I see there are 26,"Ever try this keep a-smiling propo
activities in which the eight hundred
The ore body averages 25 to 30 per
"Fust rate. He hopes to be out o'
thousand club women have been en
cent pure arsenic. It is found in fis 000,000 widows in India."—Yonkers is the only safe place to stand."—Jack sition?"
O'Lantern.
"Tried it once, but with poor suc
gaged during the last year. Women the hospital some time afore Christ sure veins, cropping out at the surface Statesman.
cess. Unfortunately, I started' the ex
are wonderfully fitted to take up the mas."—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
and extending into the earth for an
There
is
probably
nothing
shocks
We always admire people who are
periment on a day that the boss felt
task of ameliorating modern condi
Anything a boy can't eat or make unknown distance, twenty distinct good to the old. Wretchedness among man worse than to hear that an old
grouchy."—Lduisville Courier-Journal.
tions—that is, of contriving schemes a noise with doesn't interest him at veins have been uncovered, outcrop
the old is as common as happiness acquaintance, a man about his own
by which the evils of modern life all.
ping for a distance of seven miles, so among the young.
age, has been sent to the poor house
A man's respect for old age is apt
shall be reduced to a minimum and its
chat the deposits are extensive enough
to
go lame when it bumps againsl
The
man
who
wears
a
padded
coat
A
girl
likes
an
extravagant
young
blessings multiplied. The woman's
All the world's a stage—but f«w of
to supply the needs of the United
boarding-iio'13.1 -poultry.
has to shoulder the respon»ibillty.
•club la * most convenient and power- man—if she isn't going to marry him. States when once the industry shall the actors get in the Umellghu
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up longer than her mental condition
warranted, in order to prevent awk
ward inquiries.
Leopold's only son, Leopold Ferdi
nand, died in 1S69, wnen 9% years old.
His eldest daughter, the Princess
Louise, married in 1875 Prince Philip
ot Saxe-Coburg, nephew of Queen Vic
toria, and afterward caused a scandal
which startled Europe. After over
twenty years of married life, in which
she had a good deal of cause to com
plain of her husband, she eloped with
a young lieutenant of Austrian Uhlans
named Keglevitch. She met him in
Vienna at the palace of her sister, the
Crown Princess Stephanie. Kegevitch's
attentions aroused so much comment
that her husband fought a duel with
him; and a few weeks later, in 1898,
she ran away with her admirer. At
once all the power of the Austrian em
pire was turned against the couple.
Keglevitch was arrested and imprison
ed, with only a pretense of a trial, on
a charge of forging notes of 575,000
florins. The princess was not only di- <*
vorced, but was confined for years in
a lunatic asylum in Saxony.
Leopold's second daughter, Stepha
nie, has had a hardly less exciting ca
reer. She was married in 1881 to the
Archduke Rudolph, crown prince of
Austria. The story of his love affair
1 HE. CttOWN
with the Baroness Marie Vetsera, end
Princess
ing in his being murdered in the hunt
ing lodge at Meyerling, shocked Eu
ELIZABETH
rope. Emperor Francis Joseph be
friended the widowed Stephanie, and
in 1890, when she desired to marry portant priority in the Congo region.
Count Elemer of Lonyay, willingly The original organization was succeed
gave his consent to the match. King ed by the International Association of
Leopold, however, was bitterly opposed the Congo and in 1884, under protesta
to it, and refused to be reconciled to tions of an intention to bring free
his daughter, even on the intercession trade and civilization to the benighted
negroes, the Congo Free State was es
of the pope.
Meanwhile the youngest of Leopold's tablished, under the tutelage of Bel
daughters, Princess Clementine, has gium. In the following year Leopold,
lived unmarried in Belgium. Many to- the astonishment of the world, as
suitors for her hand have been men sumed sovereign power over the new
tioned from time to time, and it is state. Singularly enough his remark
believed that she would not have been able claim was not disputed and soon
averse to marrying. The selfishness of came to be accepted as a fact.
The Congo Free State was thus
the old king prevented his giving his
consent, while his avarice forced his made, not a province or colony of Bel
daughter to live in very plain circum gium, but merely subject to Belgium's
stances. At one time it was announced king. In other words the vast African
that Leopold's ill treatment of Clemen territory, with its millions of black
tine had become so pronounced that savages, became a personal possession
of Leopold. Then the king sent to the
she was about to enter a nunnery.
In 1902 Queen Marie Henriette lay Congo Free State a Belgian governor
dying. Stephanie, who had lost her general and hundreds of subordinates.
archducal rank upon her remarriage, From that time forward he used his
hastened to her mother's deathbed. African domain as a mine of wealth,
Leopold turned her out of doors and selling Concessions and forcing tens of
threatened to treat Clementine in the thousands of the natives into practical
slavery.
same manner if she dared talk with
A few cotton cloths or colored hand
her sister.
In more recent years there have been kerchiefs are offered to the chiefs in

EX-EMPRESS CARLOTTA.

i

THE LATE KING LEOPOLD OF BELGIUM

His magnificent physique and splendid
constitution had been wrecked by his
excesses, else he would have been still
in his prime at that age.
Leopold's Striking Career.
In the annals of Europe Leopold II.
will be remembered as the only mon
arch of recent times who openly and
deliberately set himself to make
money out of his position. His friends
declared with pride that he was fit to
be his own finance minister; his crit
ics saw in his Congo Free State ad
ministration the most cold-blooded ex
ploitation of uncivilized races under
taken since the days of Cortes and
Pizarro. In addition, his private life
and family relations have been a scan-

State. Leopold's sister, Carlotta, was
married to the Emperor Maximilian of
Mexico, His execution drove her vio
lently insane and for more than forty
years she has been referred to as
"Poor Carlotta" more frequently than
in any other way. According to her
marriage
settlements her fortune,
which she had received from her fa
ther, King Leopold I„ should have
passed into the care of Emperor Fran
cis Joseph of Austria, brother of Maxi
milian, but Leopold II. refused to pay
it over.
The ex-Empress has been kept in
confinement ever since, and persistent
rumors have been current that not
only had the king squandered all her
fortune, but that he had kept Mr shut

numerous scandals attending the ef
forts of the three daughters to secure
their share of their mother's fortune,
which Leopold refused to give up. The
miserable old man has done every
thing to impoverish his daughters. He
has sold their mother's jewelry and
household treasures—even her dresses
—to dealers. While the wrath of the
civilized world has been growing in
the ist few years against Leopold on
account of the Congo, his subjects
have been shamed by the stories of his
scandalous personal conduct.

The Congo Horror.
It would take pages to give a com
prehensive history of the Congo out-,
rages for whic1'' Leopold is held re
sponsible and which have marked him
as a monster of greed and cruelty.
His personal possession of the Congo
Free State in Africa came about
through the mutual jealousy of- the
European powers and his own pre
sumptuous ambition. In 1876 he con
voked a conference of explorers and
geographers to discuss the develop
ment of Africa. There was founded
the International Association for the
exploration and civilization of Africa
and, owing to the preoccupation of the
European powers in the eastern ques
tion, the association secured an im-
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My ol'a son name' Napoli,
He eesa beega lad;
He no work een da barber shop
Da sam' hees ol'a dad.
He lik' for do mooch beega theeng,
"No leetla job," he says;
He go to Oambreedge ev'ra morn
For deega beeg subway.
He gatta twelve doll' ev'ra week
For work eights hours a day;
For Dago boy weeth no mooch school
Eees pretta gooda pay.
He dress up nights an' com' een shop,
But no geev me da han';
Baycause he deega dat subway
He feels he's beega man.
—Boston Herald.

Appropriate Decoration.

"I see where 'Cook hats' are to he
all the rage this winter.
I wonder
how they will be trimmed."
"I should judge with wreaths of the
ice plant."

ONE OF UNCLE SAM'S NAVY WAR DOGS DAMAGED IN COLLISION,

k

THE UNITED STATES BATTLESHIP GEORGIA.

(Sister of the Nebraska, Which Collided with the Georgia on the Southern Drill Grounds.)

the rather reticent people of that pre
fession.
Hunting for a quarter, Johnny, or
toothpick?", questioned Larry Morris.
Here, look at this," answered John
ny.
Into their midst he twirled the some
thing he had drawn from his pocket.
It was a mail's garter of lavender silk
elastic, the buckle hand wrought from
lose gold, set round with amethysts
and on the face the initial "H," worked
out in emeralds and amethysts of ex
cessive small-ness but exceedingly great
brilliancy.
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"Where did you get that?" came the
chorus.

SLAYS GIRL HE LOVES.

Sunday Scfioof
LESSON
Subject for January J), 1910.

The Baptism and Temptation of Je
sus.—Matt. 3:13-17; 4:1-11.
Golden Text: "In that He hath suffered being tempted, He is able to suc
cor them that are te.mpted."—Heb.

Hcld-Up Man Follows Sweetheart
and Shoots Her and Himself.
Roy McICinney at noon the other
day shot and killed Miss Dora Chapell, 21 years old, a waitress in the
dining-room of the Biarss Hotel in
Peru, Ind., and then ended his own
life with his revolver. It was learned
later that McKinney was wanted in
Indianapolis for a daring hold-up in
the business section of the city. Ac
cording to advices- from Indianapolis,
McKinney entered a lunchroom there
at 1 o'clock the previous morning,
commanded the lone man in charge to
hold up his hands, and rifled the cash
register with one hand while he cov
ered the attendant with a revolver,
Letters found in the dead man's
pockets indicate that to-day's double
crime was carefully planned. The let
ters were adressed to the coroner, the
girl s father, Frank Chapell, a sign
painter of this city, and to McKinney's
wife at East Germantown, Ind.
The letter tof the girl's father cen
sured him for preventing McKinney's
marriage with the girl.
McKinney came to the hotel and
registered as L. B. Lenhart of Chi
cago. He entered the dining-room at
noon and went to the table on which
Miss Chapell was waiting. The wait
ress bent over McKinney to take his
dinner order; according to those in the
room, and the man put his arm
around her as if in jocular affection,
and drew her close to him. Suddenly,
wtih his other hand he drew a re
volver from his pocket and shot the
young woman in the left breast. As
Sumner Hart, the son of the proprie
tor of the hotel, ran into the room,
McKinney shot himself in the heart
and fell from his chair.

TRAIN KILLS TWO MEN.
Miner* Unable t o See Dentl, Ap
proaching on Account of Storm.

"Well," said Johnny, "listen. I pick
1wo Hungarian miners were killed
ed this up in the Desterle house about
by a passengdr train on the Evansville
2:18.
an hour ago. Say, everybody about
and Terre Haute Railroad near Shelthat house has got stage fright. They
burn. One body was identified as that
Jesus was our great example, and
are all moving out. An earthquake
of Mike Sonslo and the address of
could
CHAPTER III.
rushed down the stairs. I was in the
n't move them quicker than they among other things He illustrated the
John Koishof, 224 East Whiftmore
They held the inquest that same hall when Annie fell, and Doherty was are S°in£- The deqth watch has got
afternoon, and in the room where with me, and he came right up here ''3 £Hp °n the whole thirty-five board- need of the church—the divine anoint
street, Toledo, O., was found in a
Cerisse Wayne's body had been found. after we'd carried Annie to her room. ers' More than half of them are speeds ing and testimony—as true priests to
pocket of the other man's clothing. A
Dr. McGann, the. coroner, could find
That was the only time the hall was ins: aw'a>' to spend the night with God. Was Jesus baptized in the same
third man, who was in the party, can
no trace of violence on the young and alone."
hand-baggage only. Great show, too, sense and- for the same reason as the
not be found. The three ffien alighted
perfect body.
"How long did that take you, Do- to watch them hustle out. I'm going Christian believer? We think not. He
from an interurban car from Terre
She died of heart failure," he re herty?" asked Johnny Johnson of the to. sleeP up there to-night. I picked
Haute and it is supposed that while
marked, very simply. "Probably the newspaper coterie. He was thinking this garter up in the closet where it had committed no sin, and therefore
walking along the railroad -track,
animal who caused the police such that the Coroner was a shade too judi- h.ad r°Ued down behind a little shelf, could need no baptism for the remis
Now women, you know, don't
fright and trouble gained access to the qial and prosy about the inquiry.
which parallels the electric line, they
sion or forgiveness of sins. He need
room, and the sight and shock were
"Some six minutes or so," slowly an- &arters like this."
were unable to see the approach of the
ed
no
regeneration
as
we
by
nature
too much for her patently fragile con swered Doherty. "Mrs. Desterle's a „ "Might," bellowed Hank Smith,
train that struck them on account of
stitution to withstand. Remember, weight to carry; she's pretty fat. you, "Saw a telegraph story the other day do. His baptism was a part of His
a blinding snowstorm.
that this apparition has brought on know, lately. Her room, too, it's clear that they had taken to wearing half ordination to the priesthood, which he
now entered, being 30 years of age—
Mrs. Desterle a stroke of paralysis, back on the second floor.
hose in New York."
ELOPERS IN A RUNAWAY.
and may result in the permanent de
They read the letters aloud. The
"But here's the question," continued the required agd for entrance into the
rangement of her mind.
Washing
enterprising newspaper boys had al- Johltny, "no man in the house knew priesthood (Luke 3:23).
Chicago Girl, Injured, Refuse* to
"I have wired Doubleday, Franz & ready had them photographed so that Mrs. Wayne nor anything about her. with water was a part of the cere
PoMtpone Ceremony.
Co., in San Francisco," he continued. their papers might reproduce them.
y, the only decent word any one mony required in being ordained to
Their reply just received is that they
A runaway horse came near bring
The longer of the two was undated, of those curious passed' about her was the priesthood. Exodus 29: 4-35 and
know but little about Cerisse Wayne. the other bore date of eight months tHa.t no one had come to see her since
ing the elopement of Miss Dorothy
Leviticus 8:1-36 tell us that the priest
They declare that they knew her as previous, in mid-August and ran:
she arrived, and that she had appeared
Cooney
Chicago and Louis McClosMrs. Wayne. Also that for five
"Cerisse Dear—Heart of mine, I I embarrassed when her fellow boarders was washed with water (which sym
key of Lowell to a tragic ending mid
years past $2,000 a month has been de have so longed for a letter. Do you f
bolized purity) and anointed with oil,
sex rnasculine attempted to pay
way between Lowell and Crown Point.
posited tn her credit with them. Parke still refuse to remember? Will you 'ler any attention."
which was emblematic of the anoint
The buggy in which the elopers were
& Gray, solicitors, of London, Eng not forgive or must I die without word
' " Just wager that she was some ing with the Holy Spirit. So Jesus was
riding was overturned and the girl
land, 1 ; -e handled the drafts sent to or sign from you? Forgive me, Cerisse, P°°r, sweet little girl who had mar
about to enter upon His public minis
was dragged some distance. McClosthe yan Francisco bankers. Mrs. dear, forgive me.
l ied some old fool for his money," in try as a priest, and by His baptism
Wayne drew on this amount so freely
key was thrown out and bruised. The
terposed Philip Hartley, whose symt - t at times her balance was practi- , The other, couched more formally, pathetic heart beat for all the mis publicly renounced sin, just as did all
girl was painfully hurt, but after she
though
in
the
same
writing,
read:
priests when ordained. He then was
cnl.y nothing, and frequently her ac
had been taken to Crown Point she
"Cerisse—So the wander-lust still treated women in the world. "She's anointed with the Holy Spirit. Read
count showed a small overdraft. For
found him unbearable, and refused to
pluckily insisted that the wedding
pervades
your
heart?
Can
you
calm
the past several months, however, her
Ch.
4,
verses
35,
39,
43,
47.
As
John
should take place and Judge R. B.
our restless mind and soul and body live with him, and he's just hounded
ZELAYA
FLEES
HIS
COUNTRY.
demands on the account have been
her to death. That 'H' may have stood was about laying down his ministry, to
Nicholson performed the ceremony.
very slight. Last month $4,000 was sufficiently long to realize that home, for 'Hubby,1' in the letter that had the
lpe succeeded by Jesus, this was a pub
sent for her credit, and her present husband, children and the develop threat to kill her. * I believe she's been
United States Allows Him to Escape McCloskey left for Chicago with his
bride.
balance is approximately $6,000. Be ment of womanhood's ideal3 is the taking slow poison, and came here lic declaration that Jesus was to con
Upon One Condition.
tithe life exacts from each of your
tinue the work begun by John. It
sides this they have a casket, said to sex?
where she wasn't known to snuff it off showed that Jesus and John were in
It was learned the other day that
CHAIR FACTORY IS BURNED.
contain almost priceless jewels, that
quietly."
You must pay now, Cerisse, or pay
belong to her. A copy of a photograph
harmony in their office work. This former President Jose Zelaya of Nic
"How about the Man-Aperilla?" was the ordination of Jesus—a priest aragua has left Corinto on the Mexi Greenfield Establishment Destroyed
of Mrs. Wayne, which they have in «t the end. If you defer payment of
their possession, has been forwarded, your indebtedness to the scheme of al! flouted Larry Morris. "Proceed, Jules after the order of Melchisedec.
by Fire, Canning $<i,OG<> Loss.
can gunboat Guerrero for Salina Cruz,
and Henry Franz, one of the junior creation till the end you will find the \ erne H. Why don't you go farther,
The building, faotory and stock of
Mexico. Zelaya's departure was very
and
have
it
a
trained
ape
sent
carrier
Jesus
was
not
baptized
with
the
members of the firm, is coming East to interest hard to handle. I shall ap
secret. Only a few of his most loyal the National Adjustable Chair Com
view the body. They report they have peal no more. Entreaties do not pigeon, bloodhound-fashion by the Holy Spirit, as sc.tne erroneously teach,
pany in Greenfield was destroyed by
cared for her mail for some time past, move you. Neither do threats and og: '-husband, to choke her to death?" for baptism means cleansing. He had friends knew that the former dictator
"Because she wasn't choked," con no sins to be forgiven and no sinful of the country was about to board the fire on a recent night. The company
and during this time she has had it commands are naught to you. But let
forwarded to nearly every imaginable me impress one thing upon you. If tended Hartley. "Heavens, what a nature to be cleansed away. He was Mexican gunboat. The ship left with manufactured Morris chairs of a high
point, both in this country and abroad. you do not, return to me before the woman she must have been."
anointed for service. (For proof of out being molested by the United grade, and had on hand a large stock
"Oh, to kill from jealousy," added
In her handbag there was nearly $150 first of the coming year, I will kill
this read Luke 4:18; Acts 4:27 and States officials. The United States has ready for shipment on individual or
and nothing to indicate that she had you. Do you understand what I mean Hank Smith. "Why, hallo; here's Betcompromised with its original attitude ders. The loss is estimated at $6,000.
10:38.)
tj
Lancey
at
this
hour
of
the
morning.
been mentally depressed or was in poor when I write this? I have never
toward former President Zelaya of The fire started in one corner of the
health. Over-indulgence in cigarettes seemed able to make you comprehend Betty, don't you ever get through
Jesus was praying when the Holy Nicaragua. The news was general the
factory where waste was stored. A
may have unduly excited her mind. It anything I have ever written or said. work? And you're all out of breath. Spirit came upon Him. He prayed on
is patent that she read and smoked till You won't understand this, you won't What's wrong. Mamie, get her some or as a preparative for the great occa other day in the departments in Wash high wind was blowing, but the build
ington that this government had pur ing was isolated and the flames did not
she grew drowsy and then lightly realize that you will be dead, murder tea. What is the matter, Betty?"
sion of his life—a lesson to us.
posely interposed no objection to the spread.
Betty, white as print paper, sunk on
tossed her book aside. Possibly she ed, before the blossoms weight the
The real Christian is a priest (Rev. flight of Zelaya from the anger of his
wakened from some quiet dream to be orchards if you still persist in absent a chair. Her big blue eyes were open
Boat Owner Robbe.l of $JOI).
:5-6). He is called by different names own people, and that this compromise
ed wide. "Boys," she said. "Come
H."
hold that creature in the room and ing yourself from
Captain J. Wesley Moore, age 58,
died of fright. There was one second
"Seems to me that 'H,' whoever 'H' with me; come quick, don't say a word, in the word of God—salt, light, a wit was based on the assurance from Mex
of intense horror and all was over "
is, must have been intoxicated, de but tell me, am I crazed or dreaming;' ness, etc., but the term priest combines ico and Nicaragua that Zelaya would owner of the Ivywood trading boat,
"How did that—that—that—get' in ranged or doped on his correspondence has it really happened or aUTTliav"- them all. We are priests to mediate go into perpetual exile.
that has been run between Cincinnati
and Memphis on the Ohio river for the
course," whispered Larry Morris to ions? Oh, no! don't stop to finish eat between God and man—to pray this
e
ing; come quick or it will be too late.
Betty Lancey.
last twenty years, reported to the LawOHIO ICE BOUND; FEAR FLOOD.
I am afraid to stop alone in that aw lost world home to God and to prevail
"Don't you know that there's no place
renceburg police that he was robbed of
"Oh, don't joke," replied Betty. ful room. You know I missed my train on man to be reconciled to God, and
on the front of this, nor any other
"How can you at such time? Such a home and stopped at the hotel to
?e need to be cleansed and anointed River Blocked from Pittsburg to Cin $500 the other night. Moore alleged
build.n' in the block where a cat could
beautiful woman as she was, too. I'd
that three men called him from his
with the Holy Spirit to qualify us for
rn,UP ,r a footin'? Ain't thev all have loved to have seen her as she night, and, oh, it startled me so."
cinnati and Coal Shipments Stop.
boat to the docks at the foot of Elm
"What's up, anyhow?" asked John our work. St. John says the church
smooth sandstone, worn as slick as me must have been when she was alive."
The Ohio river, from Pittsburg to street and two of them covered nim
ny. "Tell the rest of them, Betty.
last years coat. And wasn't both of
"Death from causes unknown. Prob I'm going up to get chummy with the of his day had this anointing (I. John Cincinnati, is closed to navigation, and
the windows there closed and locked ably heart failure superinduced by
with revolvers, while the third took a
2:27). No man can be at his best for
mystery, sleeping all night in the Des
In the bargain, and no chimney in the fright," came the Coroner's verdict.
God without this, anointing (Ch. 4:1- according to reports, will be ice- money belt from his body. Then they
terle
house.
Maybe
I'll
have
a
visi
room? Maybe the creature killed the
This ultimatum disposed of the
11). We learn from this section of our choked probably for several weeks. A fled to the Kentucky shore in a boat.
™, U"'e girl after it got in al body, which was buried next day. But tation, seeing as how my own head is
rapid rise in the river caused by the
right, but how did it get in? Here's it didn't of the Monster. That was some reddish. 'Tisn't like you to have lesson that holiness does not put its ice gorges, it is feared, will result
•Jeweler Commit** Suicide.
stage
fright,
Betty."
possessor
beyond
temptation,
for
the
another thing. Will ye i00k at ,that
in a cage in the municipal zoological
Despondent because he could not
in heavy damage. Rivermen are as
"I haven't got it," she snapped. holy Jesus was tempted.
bed; Now there's been two people gardens, snarling, whining and mak
tounded at the unusually severe ice effect a reconciliation with his wife,
sleeping in that bed, sir, one of them ing the hours hideous. And it didn't "But just as I started to get into bed
The temptation of Jesus was one of
packs for the present time of year, from whom he had parted, is said to
and went over to raise the shade, I
far heavier and bigger than the poor dispose of the story. That went flash
the great phases of the "Conflict of the
and predict heavy loss of property have prompted Solomon S. Crane, a
little girl you've just been inquesting ing around the world on the wires, looked across the court into one of the
Ages"
between
sin
and
holiness.
He
before a thaw sets in. At New Mar Williamsport jeweler, to commit sui
over. And here, now, is a cigarette while newspapers the country over other rooms of the hotel. And in there
was "led by the Spirit into the wilder tinsville, W. Va., south of Wheeling, cide, when he fired a bullet into his
stub that's different from the others- seized the scent to track the "greatest what do you think I saw?"
stronger, can't you see?"
Womanlike Betty paused to give her ness." He did not throw Himself into the Ohio is in the grip of an ice gorge brain. Crane had been joking with
crime mystery of the age."
audience a . thrill.
te.mptation.
The policeman held out the stub in
miles in length
which threatens several friends in the street before
"Oh, nonsense; out with it," comquestion, and it was passed wonderThese three temptations illustrate Wheeling and
intermediate points, he entered his store and took his life.
CHAPTTER IV.
manded
the
boys.
ingly from hand to hand, and later
the three-fold nature of the tempta where bridges span the river. Coal
Early next morning Larry Morris
marked exhibit "A."
"Cerisse Wayne, her ghost or her
sat in Le Roy's cafe, an all night res
tions peculiar to holy people. Adam operators and shippers are particu Rich Chinaman Dies; Wile White.
"Entrance might have been effected taurant and rendezvous of the news double, and the handsomest man I ever
Lum Hong, aged 52, a wealthy
was without sin when he was tempted larly hard hit by the untimely river
saw!"
fiom the hall," said the Coroner with
paper men, industriously disposing of
and he fell. Jesus was without sin tie-up, as millions of bushels of coal Chinaman with an American wife, died
a puzzled frown.
(To be continued.)
a roast beef sandwich.
when He was tempted and he triumph were waiting for the passing of the in Wabash. Lum applied for natural
"So? Wasn't the door bolted from
Larry's forehead was jtwisted into
A Startling- Motto.
ization papers a few years ago and
the inside? Can't you see where it
ed. We learn, then, that it does not holidays to be sent south in' coal fleets.
A traveling salesman died very sud- prove that we are sinful because we are
was broke to get in?" retorted Do half a dozen corrugations. He was
caused the government to rule that no
herty.
hopiqg
none ofo-ntthethl.
boys would come I denly, in Pittsburg.
His laaUVK,
relatives te,lo
Chinaman could be naturalized under
Banker'* Aim I* Bail.
in
°
ie-i tJ" tempted by the devil.
in till
till ho
he hoS
had got this TXT
Wayne story a
"Ah, someone was inside and rush little clearer in his head. Larry and graiphed the undertaker to make a
Robbers blew open the safe of. the the constitution.
1. The temptation to fanaticism.
ed out when Mrs. Desterle opened the two photographers had made three wreath; the ribbon should be extra Satan came when Jesus was physically State bank of Centreville, Kan., and
door," muttered Larry Morris of the
trips out to the Park to see the awful wide with the inscription, "Rest in weak from fasting, saying, "If Thou escaped with $1,500. One of the rob Pioneer Dies; Danced with Lincoln.
"Times."
Mrs. Mary Jones, an inmate of the
Thing which some apt reporter had Peace" on both sides, and if there is be the Son of God." This was a very bers, the last to leave the building,
Everybody in the room directed his christened the Man-aperilla.
institution of Little Sisters of the
room, "We Shall Meet in Heaven."
was
fired
upon
by
C.
H.
Brown,
presi
subtle
mode
of
attack.
It
was
as
much
attention to the corner where the
One by one the boys came trooping
The undertaker was out of town as to say, "Are you, after all, what you dent of the bank. The robber return Poor in Evansville, aged 98, died the
newspaper folk were sitting. There
were eight or ten men in the little in. And the Wayne murder was the and his new assistant handled the iob claim, and, If so, give us a proof of ed the fire and after a lively fusillade other day. She often boasted that
piece which
she used to dance with Abraham Lin
It was a startling floral
group and one woman, a fair calm- topic ot the night.
it. If you were really the Son of God, of shots, drove Brown to cover and es
coln at Springfield.
"I'll tell you what it is, boys," said turned uip at the funeral
eyed girl, Betty Lancey of the "In
caped.
Neither
was
founded.
The
in
you would not be here alone in the
quirer." Betty was barely 23, one of Hank Smith. "That Man-Aperilla is
The ribbon was extra wide and bore wilderness, famishing for bread. You terior of thef bank was wrecked.
See* Son Operated on; Die*.
those tall, athletic, wholesome girls half-human and I know it. When the inscription, "Rest in Peace on
who demand classification in the men those white and black eyes were turn Both Sides, and if There is Room We ought to do something great right now
Mrs. William Putler, of Elbefeld,
State to Own Indian School.
to show your power. You could make
tal menu as well-cooked oatmeal with er upon me I felt my soul crawl out
Haskell Institute, the second largest died of heart disease. She entered a
bread out of these stones, if you were
rich cream, country honey, baked from under me, and I was left there Shall Meet in Heaven."
room where her son was being oper
apples or new milk. Larry Morris hanging in space. Tell you what it is,
Often tlie Case.
the Son of God." It was an appeal Indian school in the United States, is ated on for a slight ailment, She fell
to be offered to the State of Kansas for
was \ ery much in love with Betty, there's a story there."
The editor of
the magazine was for Him to show off His power. Right
the establishment of a day trade in a faint and died before physicians
"Cut it, Hank, cut it," called little somewhat dubious.
but he didn t knovsl it and neither did
here is where fanaticism begins. It is
could aid her.
she.
red-headed John Johnston, the best
"Curious," said he, "that this ane-c- an attempt to let1 people see our supe school, Superintendent H. B. Peairs an
Pierre Desterle denied Larry Mor police reporter in town. "Here, Manounces. The Kansas legislature will
Win Office; Fall to Take It.
Mapoleon has never been in riority in position or expedience.
ris' suggestion. His wife Annie Des mie," to the waitress, "bring Hank
be asked to appropriate money for
rint before."
The
newly elected town officials at
some
eatings
so
the
rest
of
us
can
'
H
terle could not come as a witness to
2. The temptation to presumption.
"It has been in print before," ex Satan, foiled in" his first attack, comes maintenance and allow white students Cynthiana failed te qualify within ten
corroborate his statement. Ravin" take a rubber at the conversational
and shrieking they had carried her off game. W asn't that girl a stunner, plained the space writer, "but not at again. He takes Jesus to a pinnacle to attend the institution without days after the recent election and as
a result the present officers will hold
to the hospital hours before. Pierre* though? And did you notice, too, what tached to Napoleon." — Louisville of the temple and bids Him cast Him charge.
over for four years.
for his wife, and himself, told all he a dead match that her hair was for Courier-Journal.
,
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self
down,
that
the
people
may
see
the
the color of the pelt on the beast?"
knew of their unfortunate boarder.
parrying down to death Capt. Joe
wonder of His being preserved alive
Agreeable.
Osier Adherent Take* Ovrn Life.
She came Monday night," quavered
Now every man at the table had
Wyman and a crew of five men, the
Mistress—I don't want you to have and unharmed.
the little black-skinned fellow. "She noted just that point. It was so ob
To prove his belief in the alleged
was all dressed in green. She had the vious a point that it was startling. so much company. You have more
This would give Him the favor of coal barge John A. Briggs, which Osier idea, that he had passed the age
prettiest eyes you ever saw, they were Each had been loath to launch an opin callers in a day than I -have in a the people at once and save the perse broke away from the whaleback of usefulness, William Argebright, a
just like those of a hurt baby. So many ion on it. But Johnny had a way week.
cution and opposition that were to steamer Thurmond off Point Pleasant tinner, 59 years old, drank carbolic
violets were pinned on her breast you'd with him of pumping all you knew by
Domestic—Well, mum, perhaps if come later. It was a way to escape in the blizzard, sank off the coast of acid and died in Laporte.
have thought 'twould have wearied he- bold plays. Each man took counsel
New Jersey.
to carry them. She brought no trunks with himself wondering what Johnny you'd try to be a little more agreeable the humiliation that lay before Him. It
you'd
have
as
many
friends
as
I
have.
Boy Hunter Shoot** Friend.
only the green bag there. Said she would do next. For ten years these
would be presumptive for Jesus to put
Body In River; Xegro Sought.
wanted room and hoard for two weeks boys and Johnny had met every Mon —Puck.
Himself in danger unnecessarily and
Tony
Weicht, aged 15, was fatally
The body of Mrs. Belle Rupp, wife
and would pay well for them. Annie day night, and the crowd had learned
expect to be kept.
shot by Frank Walsh, aged 14, wfiile
A Waste of Money.
of
a
railroad
employe,
was
found
in
took her because of what she paid, and when to give him rope.
Hub Reckless and extravagant—I'
3. The temptation ,to compromise. the Platte river at Denver. The po they were hunting near Evansville.
because she was so pretty. She slept
But just now Johnny and his bowl When did I ever make a useless pur- The great was to die for the sins of lice are searching for a negro who,
late mornings and Annie was going to of nee and milk relapsed into silence chase9
BRIEF STATE HAPPENINGS.
the world. He looked forward to the they believe, killed her with an iron
make her move to-morrow because she while his companions ranged far in
Wife—Whv tWo-o .1, , «
Edward White, a prominent farmer,
slept so late it made breakfast drag wild theories of who •'"H" was, what
},'
here s that fire
. .
exttn- cross as the cl-imax of a life of suffer bar after Mrs..Rupp had fired at him
along till noon. The women in the part he had played in the life and gulsher >'ou bought a year ago; we've ing. "The devil taketh Him up into to keep him from entering her home. died in
Richmond from poisoning
house didn't like Miss Wayne. They death of Cerisse Wayne, whether she | never used it; once;—Exchange,
caused by eating canned corn.
an exceedingly high .mountain and
said she painted her face and smoked was wife, widow, murdered or simply
Falls Fourteen Stories to Death.
shows Him all the kingdoms of the
In reply to a letter sent by the Pet
Taking the Tips.
cigarettes. The men made soft eyes another victim of the suicide list.
Tony Viloa fell from the fourteenth ersburg Republicans who failed to
"Wily did Dollarby sell his hotel?" world and the glory of them, and saith
at her and the woman got jealous.
By and by Johnny dug down into
He wasn't making money fast unto Him, AH these will I give Thee story of a new building in Duluth, qualify within -ten days after their
Annie said she had awful fine things one of the ever bulging pockets of his
if Thou wilt fall down and worship Minn., and was killed. He attempted election in November; State's Attorney
in her Valise, and lots of jewelry. An ajways baggy trousers. The by-word enough."
me." Here was the opportunity to to slide down a cable on a freight Bingham has informed them that the
nie came up'stairs to wake her, for it was that Johnny always looked so
"What is he doing now?"
was lunch time, and then it all hap much like a burglar that he never had
"He's luxuriating in the position of avoid the shameful cross and become hoist. The cable was covered with ice new law is directory and not manda
pened. There couldn't anybody have any trouble gaining the confidence of ] bead waiter."—Washington Star,
and Viloa was unable to grasp the tory, and that they are entitled to their
j king ot the Jews
rope and shot to the ground.
offices.

^;rruptfjd the stm d4-i:

BOYCOTT AS A FOOD-PRICE CUBE
Movement of Nation-Wide Scope
Started at Washington Meeting.

12 BURIED TD DEATH IN
I3L

DEY 1LOPMENT OF
CANADA.

CENTRAL

The Story of Bi« Yield, of Grain
Comes from Every Section.

The Rond (o Fame,

A Southerner, noted for the liberal
ity of his tips, stopped at a Baltimore
hotel where colored porters predomi
nated. His name was speedily known
to every member of the serving fra
ternity, and his every wish anticipate
ed. Soon after his •' arrival he sent
his card to a friend who made his
home in the hotel, hut whose tempera
ment happened to be quite the opposite
of that of his open-handed caller—re
tiring, not given to "tipping," or any
other form of sociability, and who
therefore lived almost unknown to
those about him.
The old "darky" who received the
card studied it for a full minute,
"Scuse me, colonel," he said, "but 1
don't bleebe mbody by dat name come
here dis mawning."
"This morning!" returned the other
"Of course not! Mr. Blank has lived
here for months. You know my name
well eifough, and I haven't been here
a day. Do you mean to say you can't
remember a man who has made his
home here since some time last win
ter?"
"Scuse me, colonel, sah," began the
old man, deferentially, "but you must
know, sah"—as if uttering the subtlest
compliment—"dat
dere's
gemmans
what can make demsels more notorious
in one day, sah, dan odder gemmans
does in a year, sah!"

Cows^o^vciw

When the man in the Statds was
told that he could get 160 acres of land
May
ovexcoxu©
in Central Canada—comprising the
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
Xsy
^xo\}©c ^EXSOXUA E$OX\S
OSR
and Alberta—that under cultivation
sistovcfeoJ^eows-VoiVy We$lc\a\
would produe'e from 20 to 30 bushels oi
wheat to the acre, or if seeded to <?hts
\axaXw& xawAy$yx\i$ojIv^s&LVvxvr
the yield would be 40 to 60 bushels, he
4 SemxAvvcV ewcNWs oT\e\o§jraxe£u\ar
was skeptical. The same story was told
the man who wished to get nearer to
\a\n\s doiAv; so\W\ ass\s\ax\c&to xvatviia
existing lines of railway, and was only
way be £xoAua\\y AwpexvseA WAK
asked to pay $10 to $12 an acre. But
whea tvo \o\i£ex needed.as \be W ej
many tried it, some one plan and some
another. The man who accepted the
r©sve£\es wVeux^wxei axe \e assist
160 acres as a free gift, as a home
naXwe,audxwA to swypWiX
wa\wa\
stead, and was willing to put in the
required residence duties of three
Juuctvoxis .w\v\c\cra.ixs\ derail iMvyears, has now a farm worth from
mate\y wpoxv^xo\>ex xvo\vx\s\vvaexv\.,
fifteen to twenty dollars an acre. The
man who chose to purchase, and did
preset egorts.affd n$v\\w\tt£
STEEL MAN COMMITS MURDER.
Imprisoned in a tourist sleeping car so, took up his residence just the
To
etfecfrs,a\waysbuy Itxe
Ib^'to be\\eftc\o\.
We$\«o!$ecfs,aWysWy
fee
MANUFACTURED ©v T»C
and burned to death is believed to be same. He has land, that, in many
Ends Day of Drinking: by Revolver
the fate of perhaps twelve passengers cases, is worth twice the money he
Fusillade in Own Home.
on the west-bound California Special paid for if. Both have found that the
Winfleld
Gibson,
aged
48
years,
resi
SOLO BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
Manyo
Paw Paw PUia coax the
on the Chicago, Rock Island and Paci story of splendid yields was verified.
MIESIZEONLY-REOULAR PRICE 50* PER aOTTUD
liver into
jtivity by gentle methods. dent of Munhall, a Pittsburg suburb,
fic Railroad three miles east of Tren They have had crops exceeding that
They do riot scour, gripe or weaken. They
are a tonic to the stomach, liver and shot and killed his wife, seriously
ton, Mo.
promised; they have seen oats that
nerves; invigorate iu3i.ee d of weaken. wounded a son, fired three shots at his
The bodies of five victims have been yielded 100 bushels to the acre, and
They enrich the blood and enable the
fleeing
daughter,
and
then
sent
a
bullet
stomach to get all the nourishment from
recovered. One is that of Fireman O.
food that is put into it. These pills con
crashing through his brain, dying in P. Lininger, Trenton, who recently have grown wheat that averaged 40
What 1.1- Mill, the Groat Railroat" Magnatof
tain no calomel ; they are soothing, heal
and as high as 50 bushels to the acre.
Says About Ets Wheat-Producing Power I
ing and stimulating. For sale by all drug stantly. Gibson, who is a former offi lived at Eldon, Iowa. He was scalded
The greatest need of this country
Their wheat was not a 58 pounds to
gists in 10c and 25c sixes. If you need cer of the Carnegie Steel Company,
[United States] In another genera
medical advice, write Munyon's Doctors. came home late after a day of drink and burned to death. The others are the bushel article, but* 62 and 63
tion or two will be the pro
viding of homes for its
They will advise to the best of their abil
those of passengers and are unidenti
Boy Toriured by Eczema.
people and producing
pounds. They have seen within the
ity absolutely free of Charge.
MUN ing with friends, according to the state
sufficient for them. The
YON'S, 53d and Jefferson Sts., Phil ment of the police. Meeting his wife fied. The injured are: '
"When
my
boy
was
six
years
old,
he
past year or two trunk lines of rail
days of our prominence
as a wheat exporting
adelphia, PH.
Engineer W. I. Millington, Trenton, way constructed through their dis suffered terribly with eczema.
He
country are gone. Can
Munyon's Cold Remedy cures a cold In as she awaited his coming at the top
ada is to be the great
one day. Price 25c. Munyon's Rheuma of*a flight of stairs Gibson fired at her scalded; will recover.
could
neither
sit
still
nor
lie
quietly
in
trict, and throwing out branch lines
wheat country."
tism Remedy relieves in a few hours and
William Flynn, agent Cudahy Pack -to the gates of their farm. They have bed, for the itching was dreadful. He
This great railroadmag
with his revolver. His wife's dead
cures in a few days
Price 25c.
nate is taking advantage
ing Company, Kansas City, shouder seen schools established in their neigh would irritate spots by scratching
of
the situation by ex
body fell down the stairway. Howard,
tensive railway build
Never Heard of It.
broken, cut about head.
ing tothe wheat fields
borhood and the government contrib with his nails and that only made
a
15-year-old
son,
hearing
the
shots,
o£tWestern Canada.
The elderly customer, whose library
J. Z. Orning, Davenport, Iowa, leg uting
largely to
their
expense. them worse. A doctor treated him
Upwards of 125 Million
had been destroyed by fire, was trying ran from a room, and was seriously broken, head cut.
and
we
tried
almost
everything,
but
Churches have been erected, villages
Bushels of Wheat
to replace some of the rare old books wounded by a bullet from the revolver
Steve Howard, Alabama, leg broken.
it
were harvested In 1909. Average
have been established, towns have the eczema seemed to spread.
in the hands of his enraged father.
that had vanished in smoke and flame.
if the three provinces of Alberta.
C. E. Spooner, Dallas, Texas; back
Jaskatohewnn and Manitoba will be
sprung in*to existence, and cities are started in a small place on the lower
"Have you a copy of 'Watson's Apol Grace, a 14-year-old daughter, coming
upwards of 23 bushels per acre.
ogy'?" he asked the salesman at the to the stairway, was shot at three sprained.
rabidly springing up, as if the magic extremities and spread for two years
Free homesteads of 160 acres,
J. C. Childers, Anderson, Ind.;
and adjoining pre-emptions of
book store.
hand of some unseen conjurer was at until it very nearly covered the back
times, the bullets missing her by a
ICO acres (at $3 per acre), are to
sprains
and
bruises.
"His 'Apology'?" said the salesman. fraction of an inch. A 3-year-old child
be had In the choicest districts.
work. But it was not; it was the part of his leg to the knee.
Schools convenient, climate
Mrs. Nancy Hamershley, Letts, Iowa:
^ "Great Scott!
He hasn't made any
"Finally I got Cuticura Soap, Cutiexcellent, soil the very best,
was playing within ten feet of where
legitimate offering of the wealth of
railways close at hand, build
apology yet. He says every word he
badly hurt about head, .may die.
ing lumber cheap, fuel easy to
the shooting took place, hut was un
the field which made all these things cura Ointment and Cuticura Pills and
wrote about those Asqui£h women is
get and reasonable In price,
Julius Meddlesome, Boston, Mass,
water easily procured; mixed
harmed by the father.
come about, naturally, and easy. The gave them according to directions. 1
true."—Chicago Tribune.
farming a success. Write as to
slight.
used
thecn
in
the
morning
and
that
best place for settlement, settlers'
prairie
that
three
years
ago
was
mere
David Siegel, Cleveland, Ohio, prob
low railway rates, descriptive illus
NEW BROOKLYN BRIDGE OPEN.
trated "Lnrfc Best West" (sent free
STATU QV OHIO, CITY OF TOLEDO, 1
ly prairie, a patch of brown, just wait evening, before I put my boy to bed,
ably fatal.
|on application), and other informa
I used them again and the improve
'LUCAS COUNTY.
J SA
ing for the ploughman, is to-day dot
tion, to Sup't of Immigration.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
Big; Suspension Span Is Now in Use
The train was derailed at 8:40, while
ment even in those few hours was sur
. Ottawa. Canada, or to the
Benior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
ted
with
tilled
farms
and
splendid
following Canadian Gov't Agents: C.J. Broughton.
by Teams and Pedestrians.
passing through a stretch of ice-cover
prising, the inflammation seemed to
Room 412. Merchants' Loan and Trust Bldg'Chi
Co., doing business In the City of Toledo
cago. 111.; E. T. Holmes. J5I5 Jackson St., 8t. Paul,
Manhattan reached out another traf ed country. The huge engine, a stand homes. The line of elevators with he so much less. I used two boxes of
County and State aforesaid, and that said
Minn.; M. V. Mclnnes. 176 Jeirerson Ave.. Detroit.
their
glistening
metaled
fireproof
sides
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
Mich.; Geo. A. Hull. 180 Third St., Milwaukee. Wis.:
fic-embracing arm to Brooklyn the oth ard Pullman sleeper and the tourist
Cuticura Ointment, the same of the
DOLLARS for each and every case of Ca
W. H. Rogers, Sd Floor, Traction-TerminalBldg.,
er day with the opening of the Manhat sleeper caught fire and were destroyed and roofs, indicate the location of the Pills and the Soap and my boy was
Indianapolis. Ind. (Use address nearest you.)
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use of
Please say where you saw this advertisement.
town
and
the
railroad.
There
is
the
Hall's Catarrh Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
tan bridge. This gigantic span, of the and a portion of the chair car was
cured. My son is now in his sev
Sworn to before me and subscribed in ray
glow
of
newness
about
it
all,
but
the
presence, this (Jth day of December, A. D. suspension type, like the original burned. The bodies of two
women
enteenth year and he has never had
1886.
Brooklyn bridge a little further down were taken from the chair ear. Most elevator, the splendid store buildings a return of the eczema.
(SEAL)
A. W. GLEASON,
the East River, was designed to re of the injured also were in this car. and the comfortable hostelries denote
NOTARY PUBLIC.
"I took care of a friend's child that
Flail's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, lieve the ever-increasing pressure on
All the passengers in the burned Pull wealth—not imported wealth—beyond had eczema on its face and limbs and
and acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Send for testimo the old structure. Eventually it is ex man escaped, and aside from bruises that of the strength of the man who I used the Cuticura Soap and Oint
nials free.
pected to carry through trains from and slight cuts, none of these were fashioned and built them, but the ment. They acted on the child just as
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the Brooklyn outlying districts to the hurt. The number of those who lost wealth of the soil, which means that they did on my son and it has never
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. heart of the Manhattan business sec their lives in the tourist car is in the newness will be followed by a returned. I would
recommend the
v
London annually makes use of 4,000,- tion. At present only the roadways doubt. None is known to have escaped steady growth. The writer recently Cuticura Remedies to anyone. Mrs. A.
000,000 umbrellas, one-fourth of which and promenade of the new bridge are from this car, and it is believed all of was a passenger over the Grand Trunk J. Cochran, 1823 Columbia Ave., Phil
m msx MMI M
completed. Mayor McClellan and offi its passengers were cremated. The Pacific, the latest factor in this great, adelphia, Pa., Oct. 20, 1909."
are imported.
cials of the Brooklyn and Manhattan wreck occurred without a moment's marvelous field of development. The
It is so pleasant to take—stops the
Only One "BROMO RUI-VINE"
No Formalities.
boroughs formally opened the bridge warning to the passengers, and by the rapidity with which towns were being
cough so quickly. Absolutely safe
That is LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE. Look
"You had a housewarming the oth
to traffic.
for the signature of E. W. GROVE. Used the
time they had realized what was hap built up, the farmsteads occupied, was
too and contains no opiates.
world over to Cure a Cold in One Day. 25c.
something even his experienced eye er evening, Mrs. Guernsey? You didn't
pening the three cars were in flames.
All Druggist*, 25 cents.
say
a
word
gbout
it
to
me!"
BO HURT IN DEPOT EXPLOSION.
The train was one of the heaviest had not looked for. Everywhere along
Johnny's Mistake.
"O, it was quite impromptu and in
Against his little playmate's breast. Gas Plant in Montreal Train Blows and finest in the Rock Island service. the line of this new transcontinental formal, Mrs. Jipes. The janitor turn
It is known in summer as the Golden was the distinguishing mark of prog ed on the heat."
By her "I dare you" goaded,
Up and Many May Die.
He pressed the pistol—ah, you've
Over a score of people were injured State limited and in winter as tho ress. There was not a mile of the
guessed?
Tightness across the chest means a
in an explosion at the Place Viger sta California special. The cause of the length of the road from Winnipeg to
You're wrong! IT WASN'T LOAD
accident is not known. The train was Edmonton and west that did not bear cold on the lungs. It means misery and
tion
of
the
Canadian
Pacific
Railway
discomfort every minute, if nothing worse.
ED!
in Montreal. Many of the victims were running at high speed. The heavy en token of its ability to pay tribute to What's the answer? Rub the ehest with
gine
jumped
the
track
and
landed
fifty
the
revenue
of
the
road.
Mention
is
Hamlins Wizard Oi! quick.
frightfully mangled, and the death list,
"Wonld Be Taken Care Of.
A dead liver means awful sick
it is feared, will be large. The Quebec feet off the right of way. The cars made of this line, not because it is the
"I fear I am not worthy of you."
Elston Avenue?
ness—don't let it come—when
"Never mind about that," responded train, which usually leaves the station also left the track and all but one tum last in the field, hut because it is one
Stranger—Is this a pay-as-you-enthe young lady with the square jaw. at about 11:30 p. m., was on the eve bled over.
of the best built roads on the conti
it can be prevented. Cascarets
ter car?"
"Between mother and myself we can of pulling out. The station platform
nent and traverses one of the best dis
Native—That doesn't classify it ac keep the liver lively and bowels
AGED
PASTOR
AND
WIFE
SLAIN.
effect the necessary improvements."—
tricts of an excellent country. It is curately. It's a swear-as-you-enter
was crowded with a throng, seeing
regular and ward off serious,
Louisville Courier-Journal.
well operated, and already has gone car.
friends off, when there was a terrific
Rev. William Ritter's Body in Cel
fatal illness.
90]
into active service as another means
explosion, which ripped up the plat
PILES CURED IN « To 14 HA F«.
lar, Woman's in Sitting Room.
CUT THIS OUT, mail it with your ad
of making it possible jto secure more PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to cure anv
form from end to end and buried more
dress to Sterling Remedy Company,
Rev. William Ritter and his aged speedily transit from the grain fields
case of Itching. Blind. Bleeding or Protruding
than a score of people in the debris.
Chicago, 111., and receive a handsome
wife were found murdered in their to the shipping centers. It had been Piles in 6 to 14 davs or munev telunded. 50c.
souvenir gold Bon Bon Box FREE.
The gas plant on the Quebec train had
home, one-half mile east of Elnora, the intention in this article to have
Radical.
blown up.
100 Pounds of Beautiful. White. Cleaa
Ind., at 4 o'clock the other afternoon, spoken of some of the yields of grain
"Talk about reformin' foot ball!
Table Rice, fresh from the fields, cor
rectly- milled, delivered in double
and the entire county is aroused to a that have made the farmers of Central said Uncle Jerry Peebles. "The only
TAKES RECORD-HERALD.
sacks, freight prepaid to your railroad station. 6i.60i
J.
ED.
CAB
AN
18*, KICK FARM Ell. KATT,
fever of excitement. The woman lay
way
you
kin
reform
it
is
to
take
an
ax
TEXAS. Ref.: Houston National Bank, Houston, Texas
Herman H. Kohlsaut Succeeds Frank full length on the floor of the sitting- Canada contented this year, but space to it!"—Chicago Tribune.
—
will not permit, so that delightful task
B. Noyes as Editor.
room, her head toward the fireplace
31 t / ^Q buy a trap and c4ean
will be taken up in another issue. In
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant ^Pellets regu 1
Her.man H. Kohlsaat, former editor and her hair disheveled
J3 CJ \JTO BEDS OF BUGS. Price 25 cents eachj
the meantime it would he well for the late and invigorate stomach, liver and ——————— 6 for 61.00. by mall, securely packed.
and publisher of the old Chicago
She was in her bare feet, and had
reader, if he is interested, to put him bowels. Sugar-coated, tiny granules, Ajax Mfg. Co..
Times-Herald and well known in news probably made ready to retire
self
in touch with some official of the easy to take as candy.
paper circles, has assumed charge of the crime was committed. There are
To introduce our Beautiful
AGENTS WANTED Spring
Suitings. Silks and
the Record-Herald as editor. Mr. Kohl no marks upon her body, and many Canadian government and get infor
There are more tobacco, silks, hides Fine Cotton Fabrics. Large sample outfit Free, by ex
press
prepaid.
No
money
required.
Liberal credit to
mation
that
might
be
useful
in
mak
and
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saat takes the place of Frank B. Noyes, persons believe she was choked to
responsible agents. Write and secure territory now.
who has been editor and publisher of death. The body of the aged minister ing a selection for a home in Central York City than there were one year National Dress Goods Co (Dept. B), 260 W. Broadway, N.Y.City
the paper since 1902. The elevation of was found at the foot of the stairway. Canada, and become one of those who ago.
Prince Rupert, British Columbia
Mr. Kohlsaat to his old-time position I jje was lying in a heap, as if he had will be instrumental in building up a
Smokers also like Lewis' Single transcontinental railroad. No terminalcity on Pacific less
Great opportunities. Real estate lands, tim
was not a surprise to Chicago, as it had | been thrown down the stairs. Both great county to the north. In doing Binder cigar for its purity. It is tlianlOO.OOO.
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new. Can be operated evenings. Terms east
The wheat business of Argentine is something
Positively cured b y terial changes in the policy of the pa when Milford Ketchum and his wife, Canada will supply the wheat and you growing more rapidly than that of any New England VendingMachine Co.,.New Haven,Con*
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per are contemplated.
who made their home with Mr. and will be one of the producers.
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other country.
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teams, to take the place of players drafted by major
tress from Dyspepsia, In JEWELER GONE; MURDER SEEN. Mrs. Ritter, left the house to go to
Late Polar Controversy.
BARKING, HACKING, RASPING COUGH
league clubs. Address Box SOD, Rochester, IV. Y
digestion and Too Hearty
Burns City to spend Christmas with
be broken up quickly by Allen's Lung Balsam.
The king of France marched up the can
This old, reliable remedy has been sold for over
Eating. A perfect rem Torn Raincoat nntl Battered Hat of Mrs. Ketchum's parents. They returned hill with 40,000 men.
40 years. Ask your druggist about it.
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edy lor Dizziness, Nausea,
Pittsburg- Mail Are Found.
the other afternoon and found the min
"I wish plenty of witnesses," he ex
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Drowsiness, Bad Taste
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regulate the Bowels. Purely vegetable.
W. Morgan, aged 32, a wealthy jeweler, 160 acres of the best land in Daviess
If Yon Are a Trifle Sensitive
of 4409 Butler street, disappeared ear County, never kept much money in About the size of your shoes, many peo
SMALL PILL SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE. ly
Saturday evening at Verona, where his home, and what little there was ple wear smaller shoes by u^ing Allen's
Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
Foot-Ease, the Antiseptic Powder to
he had gone to display some valuable in the house was not disturbed. The shake into the shoes. It cures Tired,
sex should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free the
Genuine Must Bear
advice of a physician of over 40 years' experience
jewels to a customer, and the only old couple have two children, John W, Swollen, Aching Feet and gives rest and
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comfort. Just the thing for freaking in
—a skilled and successful specialist in the diseases
trace found of him later was his rain Ritter of Indianapolis and Mrs. Eliza new shoes. Sold everywhere. 25c. Sam
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sted, Le Hoy, N. Y.
ed hat and torn collar and a case of
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
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fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
The Doctor—One of my patients has
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PAY IF CURED bank. The police see a murder plot.
Hitchcock on Losses in Second-Class been so worried by fear of burglars
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Fats
Sixteen
Bananas
a
nil
Dies.
without "an examination." Dr. Pierce holds that
Mails and Rural Routes.
that she is in danger of losing her rea
FREE RED CROSS Flls
and Fietnla Cnre.
these distasteful examinations are generally need
'After eating sixteen bananas, John
Confronted with a deficit of $17,479,- son.
REA CO., DEPT. B5 , MINNEAPOLIS, MIND. Claussen, 19 years old, became ill anrl
less, and that no woman, except in rare cases, should submit to them.
The Professor—Just a woman's rea
770, the present administration of the
son!
A i l 1m
Ml 1 fl Beautiful Building Lots in the died at his home in Bladen, Neb.
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cure you right in the privacy of
postoffice
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opera
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with
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That
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Mndgc Heads Gnlf Railroad.
Vmndreds of thousands, some of them the worst of cases.
•26 each. Title guaranteed—abstract with deed. Jkanr
the his^iry of the postal service. So Grippe. Perry Davis' Painkiller will break it up if
terms. Write quick. George W. Phelp» Co., Seaside, talll
H. U. Mudge has been elected presi
taken promptly. A11 dealers. 25c, 85c and 5l)c bottles.
It is the only medicine of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
long as' the deficit in the department
dent of the Chicago, Rock Island and
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
The annual value of Britain's agri
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of
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If afflicted with ({11111
Gulf Railroad, to succeed B. L. Win- lars annually little attention was paid cultural produce in years of prosper
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examina
Sore Eyes, use [filiJil
tion. No alcohol and no habit-forming drugs are found in it. Some unscrup
chell, who has become associated with to it; but when, in the last few years, ity is over $10,000,000,000.
ulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute. Don't take it. Don't trifle
the Frisco system.
it
leaped
to
upward
of
$10,000,000;
and
with your health. Write to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
Mrs. Winslow's So o t h i n g St r u p for Children
BSeOWN'S
teething; softens the gums, reduces inflammation, al
finally, in' 1909, exceeded $17,000,000, lays
*• Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.,—take the advice received and be well.
Life Prisoner E.cape.*.
pain, cures wind colic.
cents a bottle.
Lkonchial Troches
William Davis, a life prisoner in the "ordinary business prudence suggested
A preparation of superior merit for relieving: Coughs,
Hoarseness and Irritation of throat , of great bench* Ohio State Penitentiary, sent up in that the causes be definitely located.
In Lung Troubles. Bronchitis and ^ Asthma, r rco
1902 for burglary in Lorain, Ohio, •These are statements in the annual re
from opiates or any harmful Ingredient,
Price, 25 cents, 50 cents and ITl.OO par box.
walked out of ti e prison restaurant in port of Postmaster General Frank H.
Sample mailed on request.
Ctlor more goods brighter and taster colors than any other dye. One IOc package colors all libera. They dye lo cold wafer heller than eoy other dye. Too con dyt
Hitchcock, made public the other day.
Columbus and disappeared
toy ganneal wUfcoal ripgiag apart. Write lar baaheokJel—Ben te Dye,Bieech aad Mix Colon.
MOJiHOE DSVCCO., Quiney. Illinois
Plans for a national boycott of
those combinations that increase the
cost of living were laid in Washing
ton the other night, when the Nation Imprisoned in Tourist Sleeping Car,
al Anti-Trust League was launched.
Passengers Are Cremated After
Members of Congress are interested in
the new movement and immediate
Train Is Derailed.
steps will bp taken toward perfecting
State organizations. Then, when prices
soar, the league members by stopping
the use of such articles or commodi MORE MAY HAVE LOST LIVES
ties as have gone above legal level
will put them back again by refusing
to furnish a market. The plan was
Fatal Accident Occurs Near Trenton,
one that was tried in Germany a few
Mo.—Cause of Castastrophe
years ago and which, according to a
report, broke up a combine in coffee
Is Not Known.
that had raised the price of the be^n
to almost prohibitive prices.
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SICK HEADACHE

WELCOME WORDS TO WOMEN
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PI'S EI WATER

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES
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the selling of the Upland Mercantile Co's stock of Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Groceries, Blankets Notions, etc.
We don't want to make
any claim which we can not carry out but our honest belief is that you have never had the opportunity to buy goods at such prices as we offer them.
We bought
this stock in the bankrupt court at a very low price and to make quick selling have cut prices by halves and quarters, even some goods marked at 20cts on the dollar.
Come yourselves and tell your neighbors, they like to save too, for we are going to sell $15,000. worth of goods here in a Jiurry.

Every Winter Article At Prices To Close Them.

50 ct Underwear
Men's, Women's
Or Children's
Get Your Supply

$10. Ladies
Cloaks, New Styles
Last Winter

35cts.

To Close

$4.69

25 ct. & 50 ct. Caps
Men's & Boy's Sizes
Choice Of 200
Each

Dry Goods
11 2 off of any Umbrella in the store.
25ct. Window Shades, green colors

17 ct. Mikado
Coffee
Full lb. Package

9 cts.

$1.75 Men's Odd
Pants, Good Colors
While They Last

11 cts

Pkg.

Clothing

Pcir

$1.19

$1.25 Cotton
Blankets, Colored
Borders.
Pair

Groceries

75ct. and 85ct. Overalls, get here early pair

63 cts.

83 cts.

H. & E. Granulated
Sugar
(Best)
10 lbs. for

50 cts.

Shoes and Rubbers

We Can't Buy More At These Prices

Every Pair At A Big Saving

$0.19 50ct. Overalls and Jumpers
$2.98 $2.50 Corduroy Pants
$0.69 $3.00 Corduroy Pants
$04^ $0.50 Boys Pdnts

41 cts. CROCKS, JARS were "cts Ga bn,
Now
05 cts, Men's dress and work Shoes
LENOX and STAR SOAP
" 8 bars 25 "
$1.98
best $3.00 grades per pair
White Foam Flour 3fct. qaliuty
"
69 " Men's $2.50 Shoes, a dandy value at
$2.48
$0 33
Mail Pouch, Honest and Red Band fcrap
the former price, now per pair
Yard wide Blk. Taffeta Silk $1.25 quality at
$0.89 $4.50 and $5.00 Boys Suits
Suit $2.98
Tob acco
3 pks 11
Ladies Selz $3.50 Shoes, good styles
Best lOct. Outing Flannel yd
$0,7^ $7.50 Men's Suits
Suit $3.98
Canned Peaches were 20 cts
can
13
get here early, a bargain at
50ct. and 60ct. Dress Goods, good selection yd. $0.37 $jo qo
Canned Corn was 10 cts
"
Suit $5.98
can
06 " Ladies $2.50 grades, good serviceable
$1.50 Lace Curtains, good patterns, pair
$1.19 $15 00
Canned Pumpkin, full weight cans
Suit $9.95
can
06 "
Shoes, at a price to suit you, pair...
12 l-2ct. Canton Flannel, yd
$0.8^ $20.00 "
"
Suit
Searchlight Matches 5 ct boxes
$11.95
Box 3 1-2 " Boys and Girls $1.50 Shoes, good solid
50 doz Best Six Cord Thread
3ets Spool $2.0o Children's Suits
Suit
LARGE Can Baking Powder
$0.98
can
03 "
leather Shoes, supply them now
Clarks O.N.T. Any Size.;
4cts Spool$3 59
«
«
Suit
Washing Powder, all 5 ct pkgs
3 1-2 " One lot Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes, odd
$1.98
06 "
sizes and broken lines worth up to $2.50
Hundreds of other articles that you need ANY OVERCOAT IN THE STORE, Egg-O-See, or Vigor 10 ct pkgs
Jap Rice
per pair, if your size is here get a pair
05 "
every day at Prices you can't get else
GOOD BIG SELECTION,
At
Lot Ladies Wraps, Sold at $7.50 to close
Any $1.00 Corset in the store
All Calicoes, all colors yd..

$2.48
$1.89
$ 2.69
$1.89
$1.10

where.

$ 0.69

BRINGYOUR BASKETS, NO DELIVERY

AT EXACTLY 1-2 OFF

Get Here Early. YourChanceToBuyGoodsCheaplsHere.
Upland Mercantile Co's Former Store

H. R. Hall & Co.
Dr.O. L. Stout

LET US PROVE

R«. pbo« 5

Tfent St()ut

Res. phony 26
Offioe ank B'lk

TO YOU
that we have a vacuum cleaner that
POSITIVELY CLEANS
Your Carpets, Rugs, and Floors
The YCLONE VACUUM CLEANER
$22.50 each
For sale or rent

T.

E. JONES

Phone 95

WE

THANK

Upland, Indiana.

YOU

for your patronage during
the year just closed.

In

W. W. Pearson

1910 our aim is to please

PAYS

every customer who enters

Corn 78c
Rye 65c
New wheat $1.15,
New oats 40c

KICK

Untill you get
Upland bread
6 loaves for a
quarter

If you §et it at The People's
Drug Store, its right.

WE

our doors.

W
F
W W JEm

mean to SATIS

FY our customers at all
hazards.
WE CAN'T AFFORD TO
DO DIFFERENT.
THE PEOPLE'S Drug Store

Are still doing business at the Old
Stand and have the line of Hardware and Implements in this City to
select from. COME in and
we will show you we are right, and Prices are
Right.

Bell's Hardware Company.

BNTERPRISE ABBS PAYf

